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THE MOTION OF WHIPS AND CHAINS
STEPHEN C. PRESTON
Abstract
We study the motion of an inextensible string (a whip) fixed at one point in the
absence of gravity, satisfying the equations
ηtt  Bspσηsq, σss  |ηss|2σ  |ηst|2, |ηs|2  1
with boundary conditions ηpt, 1q  0 and σpt, 0q  0. We prove local existence and
uniqueness in the space defined by the weighted Sobolev energy
m¸
`0
» 1
0
s`|B`sηt|2 ds 
» 1
0
s` 1|B` 1s η|2 ds,
when m ¥ 3. In addition we show persistence of smooth solutions as long as
the energy for m  3 remains bounded. We do this via the method of lines,
approximating with a discrete system of coupled pendula (a chain) for which the
same estimates hold.
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1. Introduction and background
1.1. Introduction. In this paper, we explore the motion of a whip, modeled as an
inextensible string. We prove that the partial differential equation describing this
motion is locally well-posed in certain weighted Sobolev spaces. In addition, we are
interested in the motion of a chain, modeled as a coupled system of n pendula, in
the limit as n approaches infinity. We show that the motion of the chain converges
to that of the whip.
Although the equations of motion are well-known and have been studied by many
authors, there are few results known about the general existence and uniqueness
problem. Reeken [Re2] [Re3] proved local existence and uniqueness for the infinite
string in R3 with gravity and initial data sufficiently close (in H26) to the vertical
solution, but aside from this, we know of no other existence result. In the current
paper we prove a local well-posedness theorem for arbitrary initial data for the
finite string.
One reason this problem is somewhat complicated is that the equation of motion
is hyperbolic, nonlinear, nonlocal, degenerate on a spatial boundary, and possibly
even elliptic under certain conditions.
If η : Rr0, 1s Ñ Rd describes the position ηpt, sq of the whip, then one can derive
that the equation of motion in the absence of gravity and under the inextensibility
constraint xηs, ηsy  1 is
ηttpt, sq  Bs
 
σpt, sqηspt, sq

. (1.1)
Incorporating gravity introduces some complications; to keep things as simple as
possible, we will neglect it.
Equation (1.1) is a standard wave equation; however, the tension σ is determined
nonlocally, as a consequence of the inextensibility constraint, by the ordinary dif-
ferential equation
σsspt, sq  |ηsspt, sq|2σpt, sq  |ηstpt, sq|2. (1.2)
With one end fixed and one end free, the boundary conditions are ηpt, 1q  0 and
σpt, 0q  0, along with the compatibility condition Bsσpt, 1q  0.
We use the energy
Em 
m¸
`0
» 1
0
s`|B`sηtpt, sq|2 ds 
» 1
0
s` 1|B` 1s ηpt, sq|2 ds,
and show that for small time we have local existence and uniqueness in the space for
which the energy E3 is bounded. Precisely, for any nonnegative integer m, define
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Nmr0, 1s to be the space of functions f : r0, 1s Ñ Rd such that
‖f‖2Nm 
m¸
`0
» 1
0
s`
∣∣∣d`f
ds`
∣∣∣2 ds (1.3)
is bounded; then Em  ‖ηt‖2Nm   ‖η‖2Nm 1 .
We prove the following result:
Theorem 1.1. Suppose γ : r0, 1s Ñ Rd and w : r0, 1s Ñ Rd are restrictions of
functions on r0, 2s satisfying the oddness condition γp2  sq  γpsq and wp2 
sq  wpsq, and that they have bounded weighted Sobolev norms, ‖γ‖N4   8 and
‖w‖N3   8. Suppose that in addition we have
|γ1psq|2  1 and xγ1psq, w1psqy  0 for all s P r0, 1s.
Then there is a T ¡ 0 such that there is a unique solution η of the equation
(1.1) in L8pr0, T s, N4r0, 1sq XW 1,8pr0, T s, N3r0, 1sq satisfying ηp0, sq  γpsq and
ηtp0, sq  wpsq.
We prove this by showing that the corresponding discrete energy e3 for the chain
with n links is uniformly bounded for small time, independently of n. The solution
is then a weak-* limit of the chain solutions in N4, which converges strongly in N3
and hence in C2. One could prove this more directly using a Galerkin method,
but the present technique allows us to simultaneously discuss convergence of the
discrete approximation.
All the higher energies Emptq can be bounded in terms of E3ptq, so that C8
initial conditions yield C8 solutions for short time. As a consequence, we derive
a simple global existence criterion: if the initial conditions are C8 functions, then
a C8 solution exists on r0, T s if and only if E3ptq is uniformly bounded on r0, T s.
Of course, one expects blowup of the whip equation, at least for some initial data,
since the whole purpose of a whip is to construct the initial condition so that the
velocity of the free end approaches infinity after a short time. See McMillen and
Goriely [MG] for a discussion of such issues; although our model neglects some of
the phenomena they consider, one expects that the situations are similar in many
ways. For the heuristics of blowup in our situation, see Thess et al. [TZN]. The
simplest blowup mechanism appears to be the closing off of a loop along the whip;
as a loop shrinks, there appears a kink in the whip, representing blowup of both
the curvature and the angular velocity.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we discuss the equations for the
whip and derive the corresponding equations for a chain with n links, in terms of
difference operators, emphasizing the role of odd and even extensions in order to
get the fixed endpoint conditions satisfied automatically. In Section 3 we discuss
the solution of the tension equation (1.2) in terms of a Green function, showing that
the tension is positive except at s  0 and deriving a similar result for the chain.
We also derive sharp upper and lower estimates for the Green function. In Section
4 we explain why we need weighted energies, and we derive the analogues of the
Sobolev and Poincare´ inequalities for weighted norms, which are used throughout
the rest of the paper.
In Section 5, we give estimates for the tension σ in terms of η and ηt. For the
C1 norms of σ we use the bounds on the Green function; for higher derivatives
we bound the weighted Sobolev norms of σ in terms of those of η and ηt. These
bounds are used in Section 6 to derive the main energy estimate, to bound the time
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derivative of one energy in terms of another energy. Section 7 contains the proof of
Theorem 1.1. Uniqueness is proved using a low-order estimate for the difference of
two solutions. Finally in Section 8 we discuss related open problems. To make the
paper a bit easier to read, we have moved all of the longer proofs into an Appendix.
Victor Yudovich found several results on this problem, although he did not pub-
lish anything on it to my knowledge. I learned of this problem from Alexander
Shnirelman, and I would like to thank him for many useful discussions about it.
1.2. Background. The study of the inextensible string is one of the oldest appli-
cations of calculus, going back to Galileo, and yet it is still being studied to this day.
One is especially concerned about kinks in the solution and what the appropriate
jump conditions should be; authors such as O’Reilly and Varadi [OV], Serre [Se],
and Reeken [Re1] have discussed these issues in detail from differing points of view.
The first problem to be studied was finding the shape of a hanging chain, first
solved incorrectly by Galileo and then correctly by Leibniz and Bernoulli, one of the
first major applications of the calculus of variations. The shape of small-magnitude
vibrations of a chain hanging straight down (in a linear approximation) goes back
to the Bernoullis and Euler [Tr], and is taught in textbooks today as an example
of Bessel functions; see Johnson [J] and Schagerl-Berger [SB] for related problems.
Kolodner [Ko], Dickey [D1], Luning-Perry [LP], and Allen-Schmidt [AS] studied the
problem of a uniformly rotating inextensible string, one of the few other problems
that can be solved more or less exactly.
Burchard and Thomas [BT] obtained a local well-posedness result for the related
problem of inextensible elastica, in which there is a potential energy term reflecting
a resistance to bending; however it is not clear whether the solutions are preserved
in the limit as the potential term goes to zero, so this result does not help in the
present situation.
Many authors have studied the problem of a vertically folded chain falling from
rest; this is a classical problem that appears in several textbooks ([An], [D2], [H],
and [Ros]). In recent years the problem has been debated in the physics literature, in
particular the issue of whether energy is conserved and whether the tip of the chain
falls at an acceleration equal to gravity or faster ([Cal] [CalMar] [CapMaz] [dSR]
[HHR] [IH] [OV] [SSST] [TP] [TPG] [ST]). See Wong-Yasui [WY] or McMillen [M]
for a good survey of the literature.
McMillen and Goriely ([GM] and [MG]) studied a tapered whip theoretically,
numerically, and experimentally, showing that the crack comes not from the tip but
rather from a loop that straightens itself out. They use a different model, however,
in which the tension depends locally on the configuration. Thess et al. [TZN]
studied the blowup problem for the closed inextensible string, especially as a model
of the blowup problem for the Euler equations for a 3D ideal fluid. They found
evidence of blowup from loops closing off, showing numerically that sups|ηst|  1Tt
and sups|ηss|  1pTtq3{2 , where T is the blowup time.
2. The basic equations
In this section, we present the equations for both whips and chains, assuming
no external forces. Our boundary conditions come from the assumption that one
end of the whip or chain is held fixed at the origin, while the other end is free. We
describe the whip as a function η : r0, T s  r0, 1s Ñ Rd, and describe the chain as a
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sequence of functions ηk : r0, T s Ñ Rd for 1 ¤ k ¤ n   1. Our formulas simplify if
we assume the fixed point occurs at s  1, i.e., ηpt, 1q  0 for all t; for the chain,
we assume ηn 1ptq  0 for all t.
2.1. The whip equations. We will just present the equations here with a sketch
of the derivation; the reader may refer to [P] for a detailed derivation and discussion.
Schagerl et al. [SSST] and Thess et al. [TZN] also present derivations from minimum
principles: the basic idea is to find a critical point of the action
³T
0
³1
0
|ηtpt, sq|2 ds dt
subject to the constraint |ηspt, sq|2  1.
A variation ζ must satisfy ζpt, 1q  0 and xηspt, sq, Bsζpt, sqy  0, and if η is a
critical point of the action, then
³T
0
³1
0
xηt, Btζy ds dt  0 for all such ζ. Integrating
by parts, we conclude that a critical η must satisfy the evolution equation
ηttpt, sq  Bs
 
σpt, sqηspt, sq

ηpt, 1q  0, (2.1)
for some function σ, where σpt, 0q  0.
Differentiating |ηs|2  1 twice with respect to t, we find that σ is determined
by the following boundary-value problem for an ordinary differential equation (for
each fixed t):
σsspt, sq  |ηsspt, sq|2σpt, sq  |ηstpt, sq|2, σpt, 0q  0, σspt, 1q  0. (2.2)
The boundary conditions are compatible with the evolution equation as long as η
can be extended to an odd function through s  1; in that case σ can be extended
to an even function through s  1, which is where we get the extra boundary
condition σspt, 1q  0. See Figure 1. Oddness and evenness give us the correct
boundary conditions for all higher derivatives of η and σ at s  1, which is crucial
for the a priori estimates. Furthermore there is a discrete analogue of oddness
and evenness for the chain which both simplifies the equations and helps greatly in
defining the higher discrete energies.
Figure 1. The free end of the curve is at s  0, while the fixed
end is at s  1. We imagine the curve extending smoothly through
the origin to s  2 through an odd reflection such that ηpsq 
ηp1  sq. Under such an extension, the tension extends to a
smooth function satisfying σpsq  σp1 sq.
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A sometimes simpler way of dealing with the constraint |ηs|  1 is to consider
ηs as a curve on the unit sphere in S
d1. For simplicity we will assume d  2 when
doing this, although the technique works in spherical coordinates in any dimension.
We write
ηspt, sq 
 
cos θpt, sq, sin θpt, sq; (2.3)
a straightforward computation verifies that (2.1) becomes
θttpt, sq  σpt, sqθsspt, sq   2σspt, sqθspt, sq, (2.4)
while (2.2) becomes
σsspt, sq  θspt, sq2σpt, sq  θtpt, sq2. (2.5)
The fact that η is odd through s  1 forces us to have θ even through s  1,
so the boundary condition on (2.4) is θspt, 1q  0. We could work out all the
estimates directly in terms of the system (2.4)–(2.5), but the discrete versions of
these equations are substantially more complicated than the discrete versions of
(2.1)–(2.2), even when d  2.
If σpt, sq is strictly positive for 0   s ¤ 1, then equation (2.1) is a hyperbolic
equation with a parabolic degeneracy at s  0 (since we must have σpt, 0q  0). As
such, the only condition necessary to impose at s  0 is that ηpt, 0q remain finite.
We point out that equation (2.1) cannot be an ordinary differential equation on
any infinite-dimensional Sobolev manifold: the right side is obviously an unbounded
operator even in the simplest case. Hence we cannot hope to prove existence and
uniqueness using the techniques of Picard iteration on an infinite-dimensional space,
as in Ebin-Marsden [EM]. Instead we will work directly with the partial differential
equation using energy estimates.
2.2. The chain equations. We now derive the equations for the finite model,
consisting of pn   1q particles in Rd, each of mass 1n , one of which is held fixed.
The particles are assumed to be joined by rigid links of length 1n , whose mass is
negligible. The position of the kth particle is ηkptq for 1 ¤ k ¤ n   1; we assume
the fixed end is the pn   1qst particle, so that ηn 1ptq  0 for all time.1 The
configuration space is thus homeomorphic to pSd1qn, and is naturally embedded
in Rdn.
The kinetic energy in Rdn is
K  1
2n
n¸
k1
| 9ηk|2. (2.6)
In addition the constraints are given by
hkpη1, . . . , ηnq  1
2
|ηk 1  ηk|2  1
2n2
, 1 ¤ k ¤ n. (2.7)
Stationary points of the constrained action satisfy the equations of motion :ηk 
°nj1 n2σj Bηkhj for some Lagrange multipliers σj . More explicitly, we have
:ηk  n2σkpηk 1  ηkq  n2σk1pηk  ηk1q (2.8)
for 1   k ¤ n. The scaling by n2 is chosen so that σkptq converges to a function
σpt, sq as n Ñ 8. The numbers σ physically represent the tensions in each link.
We set σ0  0 so the same equation is valid when k  1.
1It might seem more natural to assume η0ptq  0, but our choice makes the tensions σk
proportional to k{n rather than pn kq{n, simplifying some formulas.
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The constraint equations determine the σ. Differentiating (2.7) twice with re-
spect to time and using (2.8), we get
 | 9ηk 1  9ηk|2  n2σk 1xηk 2  ηk 1, ηk 1  ηky  2σk
  n2σk1xηk  ηk1, ηk 1  ηky (2.9)
for 1 ¤ k   n (again using σ0  0), while for k  n we get (using ηn 1  0)
 | 9ηn|2  σn  n2σn1xηn, ηn  ηn1y. (2.10)
We note that if
ηkptq   1
n
n¸
jk
ηs
 
t, jn

and σkptq  σpt, kn q, (2.11)
where η : R  r0, 1s Ñ Rd and σ : R  r0, 1s Ñ R are C8, then as n Ñ 8, the
formal limit of (2.8) is (2.1) and the formal limit of (2.9) is (2.2). (Note that this
discretization of η ensures that |p∇ ηqk|  1 for all k, since |ηspt, jn q|  1 for all
j. We will refine this in Section 7.1.) If ηpt, 1q  0 and σpt, 0q  0, then this
choice also gives ηn 1ptq  0 and σ0ptq  0, as desired. Hence the chain equations
(2.8) and (2.9) form a discretization of the whip equations (2.1) and (2.2) which
conserves energy as well as preserving the geometry.
The analysis of the chain equations becomes much simpler if we can avoid using
separate equations for the boundary terms. An easy way to do this is to extend ηk
and σk beyond k  n by demanding that η be odd through k  n   1 and that σ
be even, which is exactly what we had to do for the whip in Section 2.1. So for
k ¥ n  1 we set
ηk  η2n 2k,
σk  σ2n 1k. (2.12)
Then it is easy to see that the evolution equation (2.8) still holds for the fixed point
at k  n  1 and that (2.9) for k  n yields the tension boundary condition (2.10).
A further simplification comes from using difference operators. (See for example
[LL].) First recall that for a sequence f defined on some subset of Z, the (forward)
shift operator E is given by pEfqk  fk 1. The backward shift is denoted by
E1, so that pE1fqk  fk1, and powers of E signify composition. We define the
(forward) difference operator ∇  by
p∇ fqk  nrfk 1  fks, (2.13)
so that if I denotes the identity operator, then ∇   npEIq. It is also sometimes
convenient to work with the backward difference operator ∇, defined by p∇fqk 
nrfkfk1s, so that ∇  E1∇   npIE1q. In this notation2 equations (2.8)
and (2.9) become
:η  ∇pσ∇ ηq, (2.14)
x∇ η,∇∇ pσ∇ ηqy  |∇  9η|2, (2.15)
2The more usual finite-difference notation is ∆ for the forward difference and ∇ for the back-
ward difference; we use ∇  and ∇ instead to avoid confusion with the Laplacian on smooth
functions, and since our rescaled version is not standard. We prefer the rescaling since if the
sequence fk converges to a smooth function fpsq as nÑ8, then p∇ fqk converges to f 1psq.
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where the equations are valid when any subscript 1 ¤ k ¤ n is placed on all the
terms simultaneously. We can thus write all the discrete equations without specific
reference to subscripts, which simplifies the notation.
The following formulas will be useful when working with difference operators and
sums: both follow from the simplest product formula ∇ pfgq  g∇ f   Ef∇ g.
∇` pfgq 
`¸
j0

`
j


pEj∇`j  fqp∇j gq (2.16)
1
n
n1¸
k0
gk∇ fk   1
n
n¸
k1
fk∇gk   fngn  f0g0 (2.17)
We can rewrite (2.15) in a more useful form, solving for the second difference
∇∇ σ in terms of everything else, using |∇ η|2  1 to simplify the terms. We
obtain
∇∇ σ  Eσ
2
|∇2 η|2  
E1σ
2
|∇∇ η|2  |∇  9η|2, (2.18)
and the resemblance to the continuous version (2.2) is obvious.
3. The Green function for the tension
At each fixed time, equation (2.2) is a linear nonhomogeneous ordinary differen-
tial equation for the tension σ. Hence there is a Green function Gpt, s, xq depending
on |ηss|, such that
σpt, sq 
» 1
0
Gpt, s, xq|ηtxpt, xq|2 dx.
Similarly, equation (2.18) can be thought of as a linear nonhomogeneous matrix
equation for σ, for which the solution takes the analogous form
σkptq  1
n
n¸
j1
Gkjptq|∇  9ηjptq|2
for some “discrete Green function” Gkj . Naturally we expect that if
kn
n Ñ s and
jn
n Ñ x, then Gknjnptq Ñ Gpt, s, xq as nÑ8; this can be proved as a consequence
of our general convergence result for η. Our goal in this section is to establish
properties of these Green functions. In particular we establish that the Green
function is always nonnegative for a whip in a sufficiently smooth configuration,
while the Green function is nonnegative for a chain as long as all the angles between
links are obtuse. Furthermore we want to establish upper and lower bounds for the
ratios Gpt,s,xqs and
Gkjptq
sk
, where sk  kn , in order to be able to compare the norms
weighted by powers of σpt, sq to the norms weighted by powers of s.
3.1. Basic properties of the Green functions. First we discuss the solution op-
erator of the whip tension. To keep the notation relatively simple, we will suppress
the time dependence.
Proposition 3.1. For any fixed time t, the solution σpsq of (2.2) is given by
σpsq 
» 1
0
Gps, xq|ηtxpxq|2 dx, (3.1)
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where G is the Green function given by
Gssps, xq  |ηsspsq|2Gps, xq  δps xq, Gp0, xq  0, Gsp1, xq  0. (3.2)
The Green function is symmetric, i.e., Gps, xq  Gpx, sq. It satisfies Gps, xq ¡ 0
whenever x ¡ 0 and 0   s ¤ 1. In addition if 0   x   1, we have Gsps, xq ¡ 0 for
0   s   x and Gsps, xq ¤ 0 for x   s   1.
Proof. The existence of the Green function and the symmetry property Gps, xq 
Gpx, sq is a well-known result of the general theory for second-order equations with
homogeneous boundary conditions. See for example Courant-Hilbert [CH].
To prove the other statements, we first show that Gpx, xq ¡ 0 for any x P p0, 1q.
For any fixed x, multiplying (3.2) by Gps, xq, integrating from s  0 to s  1, and
using integration by parts with the homogeneous boundary conditions shows that
Gpx, xq 
» 1
0
Gsps, xq2 ds 
» 1
0
|ηsspsq|2Gps, xq2 ds,
which forces Gpx, xq ¥ 0. Because of the jump condition
lim
sÑx
Gsps, xq  lim
sÑx 
Gsps, xq  1,
we cannot have Gsps, xq identically zero if 0   x   1. So Gpx, xq ¡ 0 if 0   x   1.
It is then easy to prove the other statements in the intervals p0, xq and px, 1q using
the boundary conditions. 
Now let us do the same for the tension operator for the chain. The equation
(2.9), or the more elegant version (2.18), makes clear that the vector pσ1, . . . , σnq of
tensions comes from inverting a tridiagonal matrix. Since this is one of the easiest
matrix types to invert, we get a relatively explicit formula for the solution, which
will be useful in constructing estimates on the maximum and minimum tension.
Proposition 3.2. The solution of the constraint equations (2.15) is
σk  1
n
n¸
j1
Gkj |∇  9ηj |2, (3.3)
where the discrete Green function Gkj is constructed by
Gkj  1
n
min tj,ku¸
i1
pijpik
βi
, where pij 
j1¹
mi
αm
βm 1
, αi  x∇ ηi 1,∇ ηiy (3.4)
and β satisfies the recursion
βn  1, βi  2 α
2
i
βi 1
for 1 ¤ i ¤ n 1. (3.5)
In (3.4) we use the convention that the empty product when j  i is 1.
The tensions σk are positive for every nontrivial choice of ∇  9η if and only if
αi ¡ 0 for every i.
Proof. The system (2.9) and (2.10) is of the form Aσ  w, where A is a symmetric
nonnegative diagonally-dominant tridiagonal matrix and w is the vector of angular
velocities wi  |∇  9ηi|2. There are several standard algorithms for inverting such a
matrix; the formula (3.3) is given in the review paper of Meurant [M].
Clearly α2i ¤ 1 for all i, so that inductively we have 1 ¤ βi ¤ 2 for all i. Hence if
all αi are positive, then all pij are positive and hence all terms Gkj are positive for
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1 ¤ j, k ¤ n. Thus if any ∇  9ηj is nonzero3, then (3.3) says that all σk are positive
for 1 ¤ k ¤ n. It is easy to see that if αi ¤ 0 for some i, then there is some choice
of ∇  9η so that some σ is nonpositive. 
Figure 2. In the top row we plot chains with constant angles
between consecutive segments, with n  4, n  8, and n  56
links. In the bottom row we plot the corresponding discrete Green
function Gkj as a function of
k
n , evaluated at j  3n4 , for each
configuration. Notice that when n  4 the angles in the chain
are acute, which is what allows the tension to become negative in
that case. Also notice that as nÑ8, the discrete Green function
approaches the Green function for the differential equation.
3.2. Upper and lower bounds for the Green functions. Proposition 3.1 im-
plies that if 0   x ¤ 1, then Gps, xq{s is a positive function of s on r0, 1s, since
limsÑ0Gps, xq{s  Gsp0, xq ¡ 0. We now want to know exactly how large or
small this positive function can be; ultimately our interest will be in the quanti-
ties supsPr0,1s σpsq{s and infsPr0,1s σpsq{s, which are completely determined by the
bounds on the Green function. We are especially interested in the discrete ana-
logues, max1¤k¤n nGkj{k and min1¤k¤n nGkj{k. We end up with the same upper
bound in both cases, which is relatively easy to prove, while the lower bound is
much more complicated and necessarily weaker in the discrete case.
First we establish the upper bound.
Proposition 3.3. If ηss is smooth, then the Green function Gps, xq defined by
Proposition 3.1 satisfies the following bounds.
sup
0¤s,x¤1
|Gsps, xq| ¤ 1, and sup
0¤s,x¤1
Gps, xq
s
¤ 1. (3.6)
Furthermore, suppose Gkj, ηk, αk, and βk are as defined in Proposition 3.2, and
that αk  x∇ ηk 1,∇ ηky ¥ 0 for all k, so that Gkj ¥ 0 for all j, k. Then if
3Of course, the only way every ∇  9ηj is zero is if the chain is stationary, since 9ηn 1  0 always.
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p∇,1Gqkj denotes the partial difference p∇,1Gqkj  npGkj  Gk1,jq, using the
convention G0j  0, then
|p∇,1Gqkj | ¤ 1 and nGkj
k
¤ 1 for all 1 ¤ j, k ¤ n. (3.7)
Proof. The proof of (3.6) is easy: by Proposition 3.1, the partial derivative Gsps, xq
is positive for s   x and nonpositive for s ¡ x, and jumps by 1 at s  x.
Since Gss ¥ 0 whenever s  x, we know Gs is increasing on each interval. We
therefore must have 0   Gsps, xq ¤ 1 for s   x and 1   Gsps, xq ¤ 0 for
x   s ¤ 1; either way, |Gsps, xq| ¤ 1. Then using the fact that Gp0, xq  0, we
have 0 ¤ Gps, xq  ³s
0
BrGpr, xq dr ¤
³s
0
dr  s, which yields (3.6).
The proof of (3.7) is more complicated, but uses the same basic ideas. First,
from Proposition 3.2 we know that Gkj ¥ 0 for all k and j since every αi ¥ 0.
Assume first that j  n. Then rewriting (2.9)–(2.10), we see that the discrete
Green function satisfies the equation
αk 1Gk 1,j  2Gkj   αk1Gk1,j   1
n
δkj
for 1 ¤ k   n 1, while
Gnj   αn1Gn1,j  0
Since αk  x∇ ηk,∇ ηk 1y with |∇ ηk|  1, we have αk ¤ 1. Thus for k  j we
can easily see the second partial difference satisfies p∇ ,1∇,1Gqkj ¥ 0. Since the
second partial differences are nonnegative except at the diagonal, the first partial
differences are increasing except at the diagonal, i.e.,
p∇,1Gqk 1,j  p∇,1Gqkj ¥ 0 for all k  j. (3.8)
When k  j we can check that
p∇,1Gqj 1,j  p∇,1Gqjj ¥ 1. (3.9)
Now look at the endpoint terms: at the left endpoint, we know p∇,1Gq1j 
nG1j ¥ 0. At the right endpoint, if j  n then we have Gnj   Gn1,j  p1 
αn1qGn1,j ¥ 0, so that p∇,1Gqnj ¤ 0. Thus combining (3.8) and (3.9), we
conclude that if j  n then
0 ¤ p∇,1Gq1j ¤    ¤ p∇,1Gqjj ¤ 1  p∇,1Gqj 1,j ¤    ¤ 1  p∇,1Gqnj ¤ 1.
Hence we must have |p∇,1Gqkj | ¤ 1 for all k, as long as j  n.
If j  n, the situation is slightly different; in that case we get
0 ¤ p∇,1Gq1n ¤ p∇,1Gq2n ¤    ¤ p∇,1Gqn1,n ¤ p∇,1Gqnn ¤ 1,
so that |p∇,1Gqkj | ¤ 1 even if j  n. This completes the proof of (3.7). 
Remark 3.4. Unfortunately we cannot bound Gps,xqsx from above. If we denote by
G0ps, xq the Green function when |ηss|  0, then we easily compute that G0ps, xq 
min ts, xu, so that G0ps,xqsx  min t 1s , 1xu is unbounded on r0, 1s  r0, 1s. Note that
by the Sturm comparison theorem, we have that Gps, xq ¤ G0ps, xq for any Green
function satisfying (3.2). However it is easy to see that for any 0 ¤ p ¤ 1, we have
Gps,xq
spx1p ¤ G0ps,xqspx1p ¤ 1. This will be useful in the proof of Theorem 7.7.
It is easy to check that the discrete Green function satisfies the same inequality,
|Gkj | ¤ 1n min tj, ku, using formula (3.4) and the fact that |αi| ¤ 1 and βi ¥ 1 for
all i. In fact this bound is valid even if not all Gkj are positive.
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Now we establish the lower bound. This is the only time in the paper where we
get a weaker result for the chain than for the whip; the reason is that we need to
make strong assumptions in order to prevent sharp kinks in the chain, to ensure
nonnegative tension. Smoothness of the whip, on the other hand, ensures that the
tension in the whip is nonnegative automatically.
Proposition 3.5. Suppose Gkj, ηk, αk, and βk are defined as in Proposition 3.2.
Assume the ηk are such that, for some υ P p0, 2
?
n
5 s, we have
k3{2
n3{2
|∇2 ηk|2 ¤ υ for all 1 ¤ k ¤ n 1. (3.10)
Then for all 1 ¤ j, k ¤ n we have
n2Gkj
jk
¥ e2υ. (3.11)
If G solves (3.2) and ηss is a smooth function, then we have
inf
0¤s,x¤1
Gps, xq
sx
¥ e
%
1  % where % 
» 1
0
s|ηss|2 ds. (3.12)
Proof. The two estimates are proved in slightly different ways, but the main point
for both estimates is to show that the minimum is attained at the off-diagonal
corner, then estimate this value either using the direct formula (3.4) (for the chain)
or through a substitution (for the whip). The full proof is in Appendix A.1. 
The assumption (3.10) for the discrete case is much stronger than the assumption³1
0
s|ηss|2 ds   8 for the continuous case, but such a pointwise bound is necessary
to ensure every αk ¡ 0 in order to get all tensions positive (by Proposition 3.2),
even when k  1. The exponent 32 is important: the exponent 1 would work to
prove the estimate, but we cannot prove that such an estimate actually holds for
all values of t; the exponent 2 is not enough to get a lower bound for the tension.
Remark 3.6. Note that we could easily get a stronger estimate than (3.12) if we
simply assumed an upper bound on |ηss|, using the Sturm-Liouville comparison
theorem. However, we prefer the weaker assumption that
³1
0
s|ηss|2 ds   8, since it
allows for the possibility of the curvature at the free end of the whip approaching
infinity (a possibility not precluded by the equations due to the degeneracy there).
Even if the weighted energy E3 is finite—the condition under which we will prove
local existence—we will not necessarily have |ηss| bounded on r0, 1s; an example is
when θpsq  sq for some q P p 12 , 1q, using the spherical representation (2.3). See
Example 5.3 for details.
4. Weighted Sobolev norms
4.1. Motivation. In order to demonstrate existence and uniqueness, we want to
apply the usual technique of energy estimates in Sobolev spaces. By showing that
we have sequences of solutions of the chain equations (2.14)–(2.15) for which the
energy is uniformly bounded, we can extract a convergent subsequence to establish
existence; the same sort of energy estimates can also be used to establish uniqueness.
Several issues arise to complicate this strategy.
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Ordinarily for a wave equation like (2.1), one would try to bound an energy like
E˜0 
» 1
0
|ηt|2   σ|ηs|2 ds
by computing its derivative and using Gronwall’s lemma. It is easy to compute
that
dE˜0
dt
 pσxηs, ηtyq
s1
s0  
» 1
0
σt|ηs|2 ds ¤

sup
0¤s¤1
σtpt, sq
σpt, sq


E˜0ptq,
using the boundary conditions σpt, 0q  0 and ηtpt, 1q  0. Unfortunately we cannot
bound σt or even σ in terms only of E˜0. Indeed, it is hard to even make sense of
equation (2.2) unless both ηst and ηss are in L
2, which means we have to consider
higher energies.
Here a complication arises. The usual approach would be to consider an energy
like
F˜1  E˜0  
» 1
0
|ηst|2   σ|ηss|2 ds.
Its derivative is, using (2.1),
dF˜1
dt
¤

sup
0¤s¤1
σtpt, sq
σpt, sq


F˜1ptq   2
» 1
0
σsxηst, ηssy ds.
Here the boundary term vanishes since σpt, 0q  0 and ηsspt, 1q  0 (recall we
assume η extends to an odd function through s  1). Furthermore since |ηs|2  1,
we have xηs, ηsty  0. The problem is that if we want to get the right side in terms
of F˜1 alone, we need to use the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality to get∣∣∣∣» 1
0
σsxηst, ηssy ds
∣∣∣∣ ¤

sup
0¤s¤1
|σspt, sq|a
σpt, sq

F˜1ptq,
but the right side is not bounded. We always have σpt, 0q  0, while we will
generally not have σspt, 0q  0.
Instead we want an energy for which the integration by parts cancels out this
highest-order remainder. The only such quantity of the form
³1
0
A|ηst|2 B|σss|2 ds
for which this works is
E˜1  E˜0  
» 1
0
σ|ηst|2   σ2|ηss|2 ds.
With such a choice we get
dE˜1
dt
¤ 2

sup
0¤s¤1
σtpt, sq
σpt, sq


E˜1ptq,
which we can manage once we understand how σ and σt behave. The same phe-
nomenon continues for the higher energies as well, which motivates us to define
E˜m 
m¸
`0
» 1
0
σ`|B`sηt|2   σ` 1|B` 1s η|2 ds. (4.1)
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With this definition, we have
dE˜m
dt

m¸
`0

`
» 1
0
σ`1σt|B`sηt|2 ds  p`  1q
» 1
0
σ`σt|B` 1s η|2 ds
 
`1¸
i0
2
 
` 1
i
 ³1
0
σ`B` 1is σxB`sηt, Bi 1s ηy ds

,
(4.2)
with the three remaining terms integrating to give σ` 1xB`sηt, B` 1s ηy|s1s0  0 due
to oddness of η through s  1.
Our primary goal will be to bound (4.2) in terms of the energies E˜m. More
specifically, using the fact that σpt, sq degenerates like s near s  0, we want to get
bounds in terms of the simpler weighted energies Em defined by
Em 
m¸
`0
» 1
0

s`|B`sηt|2   s` 1|B` 1s η|2
	
ds. (4.3)
To do this, we will need several estimates. So our first goal is establishing basic
Sobolev-type and Wirtinger-type inequalities for such weighted norms. In addition
we need to show the energies (4.3) are equivalent to the tension-dependent energies
(4.1), which means we have to bound sups σpt, sq{s and infs σpt, sq{s away from
zero. (The constants in these bounds will also turn out to depend on the energies
(4.3).) Most of the work for this was done in Section 3.
4.2. Definitions and properties of weighted seminorms. First let us define
the weighted Sobolev and supremum seminorms we need.
Definition 4.1. The weighted Sobolev seminorm of a function f : r0, 1s Ñ Rd is
defined by
‖f‖2r,m 
» 1
0
sr
∣∣f pmqpsq∣∣2 ds. (4.4)
The weighted supremum seminorm of f is
~f~2r,m  sup
0¤s¤1
sr
∣∣f pmqpsq∣∣2. (4.5)
We want to define a discrete analogue of each of these, for a sequence tf1,    , fnu
with values in Rd. For this purpose, it is convenient to set
s
prq
k 
Γpk   rq
nrΓpkq for k P t1, . . . , nu and for any real r ¡ 1, (4.6)
where Γ is the usual gamma function satisfying Γpx   1q  xΓpxq for x ¡ 0 and
Γpkq  pk 1q! for k a natural number. These are rising factorials, which are more
convenient for our purposes than the falling factorials typically used in difference
equations; either is much more convenient in studying difference equations than
simply using the powers p kn qr; see [LL]. Clearly if kn is a sequence such that
limnÑ8 knn  s, then we have limnÑ8 s
prq
kn
 sr.
Recalling the definition (2.13) of the difference operator ∇ , we define our dis-
crete analogues of (4.4)–(4.5) by
‖f‖2r,m 
1
n
nm¸
k1
s
prq
k |∇m fk|2 (4.7)
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and
~f~2r,m  max
1¤k¤nm
s
prq
k |∇m fk|2. (4.8)
We use the same notation for both norms to emphasize the analogy; every estimate
we prove for the discrete seminorms (4.7)–(4.8) will have constants independent of
n, so that we get corresponding estimates for the smooth seminorms (4.4)–(4.5).
Clearly if f is smooth and we define fk  fp kn q for each n, then limnÑ8‖fn‖r,m ‖f‖r,m and limnÑ8 ~fn~  ~f~.
Now let us describe the main estimates. For two norms ‖‖1 and ‖‖2 on func-
tions, we use the notation ‖f‖1 À ‖f‖2 to mean ‖f‖ ¤ C‖f‖ for some constant C
independent of f . If f is instead a sequence, then this notation will imply that C
is also independent of n.
For unweighted norms of smooth functions, we have the Wirtinger inequality» 1
0
|fpsq|2 ds À
∣∣∣ » 1
0
fpsq ds
∣∣∣2   » 1
0
|f 1psq|2 ds.
We also have the Sobolev inequality
sup
0¤s¤1
|fpsq|2 À
» 1
0
|fpsq|2 ds 
» 1
0
|f 1psq|2 ds. (4.9)
Our weighted versions of each are as follows.
Theorem 4.2. Let f : r0, 1s Ñ Rd be C8. Then for any r ¡ 0 the norms (4.4)
and (4.5) satisfy the weighted inequalities
‖f‖2r1,m À ‖f‖2r,m   ‖f‖2r 1,m 1 and (4.10)
~f~2r,m À ‖f‖2r,m   ‖f‖2r 1,m 1. (4.11)
If in addition we have f pmqp1q  0, then these inequalities can be simplified to
‖f‖2r1,m À ‖f‖2r 1,m 1 and (4.12)
~f~2r,m À ‖f‖2r 1,m 1. (4.13)
If f is instead a sequence tf1,    , fnu with values in Rd, then the inequalities
(4.10)–(4.11) also hold if the norms are interpreted as (4.7) and (4.8), while the
inequalities (4.12)–(4.13) hold if f
pmq
nm  0.
Proof. The continuous version of this inequality appears in Adams-Fournier [AF].
We prove the discrete version in Appendix A.2, from which the continuous version
follows in the limit. 
Remark 4.3. The example fpsq  arcsinh pln sq demonstrates that the inequalities
(4.12) and (4.13) cannot be extended to r  0: in that case we have fp1q  0,³1
0
|fpsq|2 ds   8, and ³1
0
s|f 1psq|2 ds   8, while ³1
0
1
s |fpsq|2 ds and supxPr0,1s|fpxq|2
are both infinite. In particular there cannot be constants for the discrete versions
that are independent of n when r  0.
The important thing about (4.11) is that by Remark 4.3, the estimate only works
when r ¡ 0. Hence in any computation where a supremum norm is required, we
will want a positive power of s attached to be able to use this result. This will
show up when we need to estimate weighted Sobolev norms of products of three
functions: we want to pull out a supremum of one and use Cauchy-Schwarz on the
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rest, and we will need a little extra weighting in some cases. Of course, we could
use the usual Sobolev inequality (4.9) to get
~f~0,0 À ‖f‖0,0   ‖f‖0,1 À ‖f‖0,0   ‖f‖1,1   ‖f‖2,2,
but requiring two extra derivatives rather than one is usually not worthwhile (except
once in the proof of Theorem 7.7).
Frequently our weighting in discrete norms will be slightly off (for example, we
may want to replace s
pp qq
k {spqqk with sppqk , or we may want to replace sppqk with
s
ppq
k j for some j). In the continuous case these formulas are trivial, but in the
discrete case, bounds such as these come from properties of the gamma function
(in particular the fact that the gamma function is log-convex by the Bohr-Mollerup
theorem). The constants will never be important; what will matter is that they are
independent of k and n. The following estimates are easy to prove.
Proposition 4.4. Let n P N and let k P t1, . . . , nu. Let p and q be positive real
numbers.
Then the weight function s
ppq
k  Γpk pqnpΓpkq satisfies the following inequalities:
s
ppq
k ¤
s
pp qq
k
s
pqq
k
¤ Γpp  q   1q
Γpp  1qΓpq   1q s
ppq
k . (4.14)
We also have s
ppq
k ¤ sppqk j ¤ Γpj p 1qΓpj 1qΓpp 1q s
ppq
k for any nonnegative integer j.
Proposition 4.4 also gives the following corollary, which is the most useful tool
we have for estimating norms of products. To get the higher-difference norms of
products, we will use the product rule (2.16) for differences together with these
formulas. The proof is trivial.
Corollary 4.5. Suppose pf1, . . . , fnq and pg1, . . . , gnq are sequences of real numbers,
and let p and q be nonnegative real numbers. Then
‖fg‖2p q,0 À ~f~2p,0‖g‖2q,0 (4.15)
and
~fg~2p q,0 À ~f~2p,0~g~2q,0. (4.16)
The formulas are also valid if one of the sequences is in R and the other in Rd, or
if both are in Rd and we use xf, gy or |f ||g| instead.
Estimates (4.15) and (4.16) are also valid if f and g are smooth functions with
the norms interpreted as (4.4) and (4.5).
Remark 4.6. Typically we will extend the seminorms (4.7) and (4.8) when used
for η and σ; since we have σ0  0 and ηn 1  0, it is more convenient to modify
the definitions to
‖η‖2r,m 
1
n
nm 1¸
k1
s
prq
k |p∇m ηqk|2
‖σ‖2r,m 
1
n
nm¸
k0
s
prq
k |p∇m σqk|2.
This does not affect any of the estimates, but it allows us to incorporate the endpoint
information. This is convenient for example to interpret (3.3) in terms of ‖ 9η‖21,1 in
Lemma 5.1.
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4.3. Weighted energy norms. We have already defined the weighted energy (4.1)
and (4.3) for a whip. Now we want to define corresponding discrete energy for the
chain. The definitions are made much easier if we use the odd extension (2.12) of
η to define the differences ∇m ηk beyond k  nm  1. Furthermore, by analogy
with (4.6), we define
σ
prq
k 
k r1¹
jk
σj for any integer r ¥ 0. (4.17)
Our time-independent energy will be
em  1
n
m¸
`0
nt`{2u¸
k1

s
p`q
k |∇`  9ηk|2   sp` 1qk |∇` 1  ηk|2
	
, (4.18)
while the time-dependent energy is
rem  1
n
m¸
`0
nt`{2u¸
k1

σ
p`q
k |∇`  9ηk|2   σp` 1qk |∇` 1  ηk|2
	
. (4.19)
Recall that we need to use the time-dependent σ-weighted quantities to compute
the time-derivative of energy in order to get some cancellation, while only time-
independent energies are useful for constructing topologies and relating distinct
norms.
Clearly if we have sequences ηn and σn defined for each n P N as in (2.11), then
Emrηs  lim
nÑ8 emrηns and rEmrηs  limnÑ8 remrηns.
So any estimate we obtain on the chain energies em and rem will become an a priori
estimate on the corresponding whip energies Em and rEm.
Note that we have
em ¥
m¸
`0
‖ 9η‖2`,`  
m 1¸
`1
‖η‖2`,`, (4.20)
in terms of the discrete weighted seminorms (4.7).4
It is also convenient to observe that the lowest-level energy e0 is constant in time.
Since it will be useful later in Lemma 5.2, we separate the terms and define
u0  1
n
n¸
k1
| 9ηk|2  ‖ 9η‖20,0, v0 
1
n
n¸
k1
sk|∇ ηk|2. (4.21)
Lemma 4.7. If η satisfies (2.14) with |∇ η|  1, then both u0 and v0 are constant
in time.
Proof. The fact that |∇ η|  1 implies that v0  12   12n . As a corollary, every
energy em given by (4.18) satisfies em ¥ 12 .
For u0, we just compute
du0
dt
 2
n
n¸
k1
x 9ηk, :ηky  2
n
n¸
k1
x 9ηk,∇pσ∇ ηqky.
4We would have equality if the sums over k went from k  1 to k  n  ` rather than
k  n t`{2u. The reason the sums in (4.18) and (4.19) contain a few extra terms in the sums is
in order to make the derivative estimate of Theorem 6.1 simpler: with this definition the endpoint
terms of the discrete energy derivative always vanish, as they did in (4.2).
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Using the summation by parts formula (2.17) along with x∇η,∇ 9ηy  0 and the
endpoint conditions σ0  0 and ηn 1  0, it is easy to show this sum vanishes. 
For a smooth solution of (2.1)–(2.2), we clearly have that the analogous quanti-
ties U0 
³1
0
|ηtpt, sq|2 ds and V0 
³1
0
s|ηspt, sq|2 ds satisfy V0  12 and U0 is constant
in time. Thus E0 is also constant in time.
Our primary use of Theorem 4.2 will be the following formulas, which follow
easily from (4.20).
Lemma 4.8. For any i ¥ 0 and 0 ¤ j   i, we have
‖η‖2ij,i À ei j1, ‖ 9η‖2ij,i À ei j , (4.22)
~η~2ij,i À ei j , ~ 9η~2ij,i À ei j 1 (4.23)
~ 9η~21{2,i À e2i 1. (4.24)
Remark 4.9. We need the extra power of 1{2 in estimate (4.24), since (4.11) is
not valid when r  0. This is important once at the end of the proof of Lemma 5.4
and once at the end of the proof of Theorem 6.1.
5. Bounds for the tension in terms of the energy
Before bounding the energy itself, we first want bounds for the tension σ given
by either (2.2) or (2.15). To compare the energies E˜m and Em, we want upper and
lower bounds for σ{s. In addition, to compute the time derivative of E˜m, we need
to know a bound for σt{s, by formula (4.2).
For a smooth solution pη, σq of (2.1)–(2.2), we define quantities A, B, and C by
the formulas
Aptq  sup
0¤s¤1
|σspt, sq|, Bptq  sup
0¤s¤1
s
σpt, sq , Cptq  sup0¤s¤1|σstpt, sq|. (5.1)
Observe that since σpt, 0q  0, we have
|σpt, sq| 
∣∣∣∣» s
0
σxpt, xq dx
∣∣∣∣ ¤ s sup
0¤x¤1
|σxpt, xq|,
so that we have
sup
0¤s¤1
σpt, sq
s
¤ Aptq, and similarly sup
0¤s¤1
σtpt, sq
s
¤ Cptq. (5.2)
Generally the bounds (5.2) will be much more useful to us, although occasionally
we will need the actual definition (5.1).
Similarly, we define the discrete analogues of the quantities (5.1); as with the
energy, we use upper-case and lower-case for norms of the whip or chain respectively.
Recall that sk  kn , while our convention is that σ0ptq  0, and recall the definitionp∇σqk  npσk  σk1q. We therefore set
aptq  max
1¤k¤n
|p∇σqkptq|, bptq  max
1¤k¤n
sk
σkptq , cptq  max1¤k¤n|p∇ 9σqkptq|. (5.3)
As above, the fact that σ0ptq  0 means we can write
|σkptq| 
∣∣∣∣∣ 1n
k¸
j1
p∇σqjptq
∣∣∣∣∣ ¤ kn

max
1¤j¤n
|p∇σqjptq|
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to obtain
max
1¤k¤n
σk
sk
¤ a and max
1¤k¤n
| 9σk|
sk
¤ c, (5.4)
Lemma 5.1. If η and σ form a smooth solution of (2.1)–(2.2), then the quantities
defined by (5.1) satisfy the bounds
Aptq À E2ptq, (5.5)
Cptq À E2ptq3{2E3ptq1{2. (5.6)
Similarly, suppose pη1ptq, . . . , ηnptqq and pσ1ptq, . . . , σnptqq form a solution of
(2.14) and (2.15) with the odd extensions (2.12). Suppose also that we have αi 
x∇ ηi,∇ ηi 1y ¥ 0 for 1 ¤ i ¤ n  1. Then a and c given by (5.3) satisfy the
bounds
aptq À e2ptq (5.7)
cptq À e2ptq3{2e3ptq1{2. (5.8)
Proof. We will just prove the discrete bounds for a and c in detail; the bounds for A
and C can be proved using the same techniques, or we can view them as a limiting
case of the bounds for a and c.
The estimate (5.7) for a is easy: by Proposition 3.2, we have
p∇σqk  1
n
n¸
j1
p∇,1Gqkj |∇  9ηj |2.
By Proposition 3.3, we have |p∇,1Gqkj | ¤ 1, and thus
p∇σqk ¤ 1
n
n¸
j1
|∇  9ηj |2  ‖ 9η‖20,1 À e2
by (4.22). We then have (5.7). The inequality (5.5) is proved identically.
The bound (5.8) for c is more complicated. The first step is to differentiate the
equation (2.15) in time to get
x∇ η,∇∇ p 9σ∇ ηqy  x∇  9η,∇∇ pσ∇ ηqy   x∇ η,∇∇ pσ∇  9ηqy
  2x∇  9η,∇ :ηy
 3x∇  9η,∇∇ pσ∇ ηqy   x∇ η,∇∇ pσ∇  9ηqy.
Thus 9σ satisfies the same kind of equation as σ with the same endpoint conditions,
so we can use Proposition 3.2 to write
p∇ 9σqk  1
n
n¸
j1
p∇,1Gqkj

3x∇  9ηj ,∇∇ pσ∇ ηqjy   x∇ ηj ,∇∇ pσ∇  9ηqjy
	
.
As above, the fact that |p∇,1Gqkj | ¤ 1 implies that c ¤ |Λ|, where
Λ  3
n
n¸
j1

x∇  9ηj ,∇∇ pσ∇ ηqjy   x∇ ηj ,∇∇ pσ∇  9ηqjy
	
. (5.9)
Applying the summation by parts formula (2.17) to this, using the endpoint
conditions ηn 1  9ηn 1  σ0, and performing some manipulations with the formula
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x∇ η,∇  9ηy  0, we get
Λ  1
n
n¸
j1

∇ σj

3x∇  9ηj ,∇2 ηjy  x∇2 ηj ,∇  9ηj 1y
	
 4σjx∇2 ηj ,∇2  9ηjy

.
Using the bounds |∇ σ| À e2 and σksk À e2 from above, we obtain
c ¤ |Λ| ¤ e2‖ 9η‖0,1‖η‖0,2   e2‖η‖1,2‖ 9η‖1,2 À e2?e2?e3,
using Lemma 4.8, which gives (5.8). The proof of (5.6) is almost identical. 
Lemma 5.2. Suppose η and σ solve (2.1)–(2.2). Then B defined by (5.1) satisfies
the estimate
Bptq À 1
U0
p1  ‖η‖21,2qe‖η‖
2
1,2 , (5.10)
where U0 
³1
0
|ηt|2 ds is a constant depending on the initial condition.
Similarly, suppose pη1ptq, . . . , ηnptqq and pσ1ptq, . . . , σnptqq form a solution of
(2.14) and (2.15) with the odd extensions (2.12). Suppose also that ~η~3{2,2 ¤ 2
?
n
5 .
Then the quantity b in (5.3) satisfies the estimate
bptq À 1
u0
e2~η~
2
3{2,2 , (5.11)
where u0 is defined by (4.21) (and is constant due to Lemma 4.7).
Proof. The bound (5.10) comes directly from (3.12): we have by Proposition 3.1
that
inf
0¤s¤1
σpsq
s
¥
» 1
0
inf
0¤s,x¤1
Gps, xq
sx
 x|ηtxpt, xq|2 dx ¥ e
‖η‖21,2
1  ‖η‖21,2
‖ηt‖21,1.
The fact that U0  ‖ηt‖20,0 À ‖ηt‖21,1 follows from (4.12), since ηtpt, 1q  0.
The proof of (5.11) is similar, using (3.11) and (3.3) for the discrete Green
function. The bound u0 À ‖ 9η‖21,1 similarly follows from (4.12) since 9ηn 1  0. 
Example 5.3. In terms of the weighted energy (4.3), Lemmas 5.1 and 5.2 give
upper bounds for A and B if the energy E2 is finite, while we only get an upper
bound for C if E3 is finite. Simple examples show that these conditions are neces-
sary: we can have E1 bounded while A and B are unbounded, and we can have E2
bounded while C is unbounded.
To obtain the examples for A and B, we consider (at time t  0) the whip
position
ηp0, sq 

3p1 s cos p 23 ln sqq?
13
,3s sin p
2
3 ln sq?
13


, (5.12)
which satisfies ηp0, 1q  0, |ηs|  1, and |ηss|  23s . This corresponds to a whip
where the free end sits at p 3?
13
, 0q despite making infinitely many rotations around
it (as sÑ 0). See Figure 3.
The Green function (3.2) can be computed explicitly to obtain σ from |ηst|. If
ηp0, sq satisfies (5.12) and |ηstp0, sq|  s3{4, one computes that E1 is finite while
E2 and A are both infinite. If on the other hand |ηstp0, sq|  1, we easily see that
E1 is still finite while E2 and B are both infinite.
The example for C is a bit more involved. Suppose η is given by (2.3), where
θsp0, sq  s3{4 and θtp0, sq  s1{4. It is easy to verify that E2 is finite at
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Figure 3. The curve defined by (5.12), for which the curvature
approaches infinity at the free end. Although the curve has length
one, its free end wraps around the limiting point 3?
13
infinitely
many times. We have plotted this heuristically in the inset, al-
though the actual curve wraps itself up too tightly for these loops
to be visible.
this instant, while E3 is infinite. We have σpsq  s at this instant by (2.2), so that
differentiating (2.2) with respect to time and using (2.1) gives σtsspsqs3{2σtpsq 
3{s with boundary conditions σtp0q  0 and σstp1q  0. In this case we can verify
that C is infinite.
The fact that we cannot bound C unless E3 is bounded is one of the main reasons
why the energy estimates only close up at E3. Taking a time derivative of (4.1)
as in (4.2) gives a number of terms of the form σt which can only be bounded in
terms of C, and thus in terms of E3.
We are now ready for an a priori estimate on the tension σ. Although the norms
of σ and σs are easier to measure using the supremum, it is convenient to use
weighted Sobolev norms for the higher derivatives of σ. Thus we define the squared
norm for a whip:
Dm 
m1¸
`0
‖σ‖2` 3{2,` 2 for m ¥ 1. (5.13)
The discrete version is defined by the same formula:
dm 
m1¸
`0
‖σ‖2` 3{2,` 2 for m ¥ 1. (5.14)
Lemma 5.4. If σ is a smooth solution of (2.2), then the norms (5.13) can be
bounded by the energy (4.3) via
D1 À E43 , D2 À E43 , and D3 À E63 , (5.15)
while for m ¡ 3 we have
Dm ¤ PmpEm1qEm, (5.16)
where Pm depends only on Em1.
Similarly if σ satisfies (2.18) with the condition σ0  0, then the norms (5.14)
can be bounded by the energy (4.18) via
d1 À e43, d2 À e43, and d3 À e63, (5.17)
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while for m ¡ 3 we have
dm ¤ Pmpem1qem, (5.18)
where Pm depends only on em1.
Proof. We will just prove the discrete estimates (5.17)–(5.18); the estimates (5.15)–
(5.16) are proved using the exact same technique. The full proof is in Appendix
A.3; the basic idea is just to take iterated differences of (2.18) and estimate using
Corollary 4.5 and Lemma 4.8. 
6. The main energy estimate
In order to construct the solution of the partial differential equations (1.1)–
(1.2), we want to find bounds on all the discrete energies (4.18)–(4.19) which are
independent of the initial conditions and of the number n of links. Then in Section
7 we will find a subsequence that converges to a solution. As a consequence, we can
show that the motion of a chain converges to the motion of a whip as n approaches
infinity, in the sense that position, velocity, and acceleration all converge.
We now want to estimate the time evolution of the energy e˜m. Our strategy
will be to bound de˜m{dt in terms of the energies em; we will then use the fact that
em and e˜m are equivalent (since σ{s is bounded above and below by Lemmas 5.1
and 5.2) to get an inequality for de˜m{dt in terms of e˜m. In proving it we will use
Lemmas 5.1–5.2 and 5.4 in an essential way.
Theorem 6.1. Let n P N, and suppose pη1ptq, . . . , ηnptqq and pσ1ptq, . . . , σnptqq
form a solution of (2.14) and (2.15) with σ0ptq  0 and ηn 1ptq  0, and that η
and σ extend to sequences satisfying the oddness condition (2.12).
Then the energies (4.18) and (4.19) satisfy the estimates
dre3
dt
¤M3e73 (6.1)
for some M3 independent of the initial data and of n. In addition the higher energies
satisfy
drem
dt
ÀMmpem1qem (6.2)
for every m ¡ 3, where Mm depends only on em1.
Analogously, if η and σ form a smooth solution of (2.1) and (2.2), then the
energies (4.1) and (4.3) satisfy the estimates
d rE3
dt
¤M3E73 (6.3)
for some M3 independent of the initial data. In addition the higher energies satisfy
d rEm
dt
ÀMmpEm1qEm (6.4)
for every m ¡ 3, where Mm depends only on Em1.
Proof. The proof is in Appendix A.4. 
The fact that the energy estimates only close up at m  3 is perhaps explained
by the following observation, which is easier to understand in terms of the spherical
representation (2.3).
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Proposition 6.2. Let D4 denote the unit ball in R4. The pair pθ, σq is a smooth
solution of (2.4)–(2.5) if and only if the functions ϕ : D4 Ñ S1 and α : D4 Ñ R 
defined by
ϕpxq  θp|x|2q and αpxq  σp|x|
2q
4|x|2
are spherically symmetric solutions of the equations
ϕtt  div pα gradϕq
∆α |gradϕ|2α  |ϕt|2.
(6.5)
with Neumann boundary condition Bνϕ  0 for ϕ and Robin boundary condition
Bνα   2α  0 for α on BD4  S3. Furthermore any smooth solution has α ¡ 0
everywhere, so that the hyperbolic equation for ϕ is nondegenerate.
Proof. Setting σpsq  4sαpsq and changing variables by s  r2, we easily see that
(2.4)–(2.5) become
ϕtt  α
 
ϕrr   3rϕr
  2αrϕr
|ϕt|2  αrr   3rαr  |ϕr|2α.
Now the operator B2r   3rBr is familiar as the spherically symmetric Laplacian on
R4, and hence we recognize both terms above as coming from the Laplacian on R4
under the assumption that α and θ are both spherically symmetric. The boundary
conditions are easy to check. 
The fact that the degeneracy can be removed if we work in a higher-dimensional
space, and thus in some sense the equations naturally “live” there, is essentially the
reason why we need higher than usual Sobolev order for the estimates to close.
7. Local existence and uniqueness of the solution
Now we can finally prove the local existence theorem for the system (2.1)–(2.2)
of partial differential equations. The fact that Theorem 6.1 gives us estimates for
e˜m in terms of em that are independent of n allows us to construct the solution as
a limit of a subsequence of discrete solutions as nÑ 8, following the technique of
Ladyzhenskaya [L] and references therein.
7.1. The discrete interpolation. We first need to establish the interior approx-
imation of the space of whips by the space of chains, which allows us to go from
estimates on em given by (4.18) to estimates on Em given by (4.3) and back.
Consider any function η : r0, 1s Ñ Rd such that |ηs|  1, with η extending to
an odd function through s  1, such that the seminorms ‖η‖`,` for 2 ¤ ` ¤ m are
all finite. For each n P N we want to approximate η by a sequence ηk P Rd for
1 ¤ k ¤ n, extend it for k ¡ n by ηk  η2n 2k, have it satisfy |∇ ηk|  1,
and have uniform bounds on the discrete Sobolev seminorms ‖η‖`,` in terms of the
smooth seminorms that are independent of n.
The complication arises from handling the constraint |ηs|  1. Although it is
relatively easy to approximate functions by sequences in the norms we need, the
typical discrete approximation will not satisfy the condition |∇ η|  1, which
means it does not actually represent a chain. We deal with this by using the
spherical representation ηspsq 
 
cos θpsq, sin θpsq as in (2.3). (Although this
formula works only when d  2, we can use a similar procedure in higher dimensions,
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using generalized spherical coordinates.) Using ηp1q  0, we can easily reconstruct
η if θ is known. We can then approximate the function θ by a sequence θk and
rebuild ηk using the formula ηn 1  0 and ∇ ηk  pcos θk, sin θkq when d  2,
with a similar formula in higher dimensions.
Fortunately, the Sobolev norms of η and θ are closely related.
Proposition 7.1. If η : r0, 1s Ñ R2 is related to θ : r0, 1s Ñ R by the formula (2.3),
with ηp1q  η2p1q and θ1p1q  0, then boundedness of the squared norm
A 
» 1
0

s2|θ1psq|2   s3|θ2psq|2   s4|θ3psq|2
	
ds (7.1)
is equivalent to boundedness of the squared norm
B 
» 1
0

s2|η2psq|2   s3|η3pxq|2   s4|ηp4qpxq|2
	
dx. (7.2)
Proof. We easily compute that
|η2psq|2  θ1psq2, |η3psq|2  θ2psq2   θ1psq4,
and |ηp4qpsq|2   θ3psq  θ1psq32   9θ1psq2θ2psq2. (7.3)
An integration by parts using θ1p1q  0 shows that (7.1) and (7.2) are related by
B  A 
» 1
0

s3θ1psq4  8s3θ1psq4   15s4θ1psq2θ2psq2   s4θ1psq6
	
ds. (7.4)
Repeated use of the basic weighted Sobolev inequalities of Theorem 4.2 allows us
to express every term on the right side in terms of A, so we get an inequality of the
form B À A A2  A3.
In the other direction, (7.4) gives
A ¤ B   8
» 1
0
s3|η2psq|4 ds,
and again using Theorem 4.2 gives A À B  B2. 
We can derive the same sort of result for difference quotients. If we write ∇ ηk 
pcos θk, sin θkq for 1 ¤ k ¤ n, then the analogues of (7.3) are as follows:
|∇2 η|2  4n2 sin2

∇ θ
2n
	
,
|∇3 η|2  16n4 sin2

∇ θ
2n  
∇2 θ
2n2
	
sin2

∇ θ
2n
	
  4n4 sin2
∇2 θ
2n2
	
|∇4 η|2  4n6
∣∣∣sin∇3 θ n∇2 θ n2∇ θ2n3 	 3 sin∇2 θ n∇ θ2n2 	∣∣∣2
  48 sin2
∇3 θ 2n∇2 θ
4n3
	
sin
∇2 θ n∇ θ
2n2
	
sin
∇3 θ n∇2 θ n2∇ θ
2n3
	
.
For sufficiently large n, we can proceed as in Proposition 7.1 to show that the
discrete squared norms
1
n
n1¸
k1
s
p2q
k |∇2 ηk|2  
1
n
n2¸
k1
s
p3q
k |∇3 ηk|2  
1
n
n3¸
k1
s
p4q
k |∇4 ηk|2
and
1
n
n1¸
k1
s
p2q
k |∇ θk|2  
1
n
n2¸
k1
s
p3q
k |∇2 θk|2  
1
n
n3¸
k1
s
p4q
k |∇3 θk|2
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can each be bounded in terms of the other.
Thus for either whips or chains in two dimensions, we can work directly in terms
of Sobolev norms of θ. The most convenient way to map from Sobolev spaces of
continuous maps to Sobolev spaces of discrete sequences is to use orthogonal poly-
nomials. (A direct approach, using values of the function on a discrete grid, does
not work for our purposes since bounds on the differences require more smoothness
of the function than we have.)
The only complication is the oddness requirement on η (and the discrete oddness
criterion (2.12)). In terms of the spherical variable θ, oddness of η through s  1
translates into evenness of θ, i.e., there is an extension of θ to r0, 2s such that
θp2  sq  θpsq. Similarly the discrete oddness condition (2.12) translates into the
discrete evenness condition θ2n 1k  θk. These conditions are easy to handle if
we extend the interval to r0, 2s (or extend the sequence to t1, 2, . . . , 2nu) and use
Sobolev seminorms with symmetric weights
xxθ, θyyρ,j 
» 1
0
ρpsqj 1|θpjqpsq|2 ds where ρpsq  sp2 sq (7.5)
and
xxθ, θyyρ,j  1
n
ntj{2u¸
k1
ρ
pj 1q
k |∇j θk|2 where ρk 
kp2n  1 kq
n2
. (7.6)
These norms are clearly topologically equivalent to the weighted norms we have
been using, where the weights are s and kn .
Theorem 7.2. There are polynomials Qmpsq on r0, 2s satisfying Qmp2  sq 
Qmpsq, and such that
xxQ`, Qmyyρ,j  δ`mrmj , where rmj  p2m  jq!p2m j  2q!p2mqp2m 1q . (7.7)
in the weighted Sobolev seminorms (7.5) for all j ¥ 0. Thus we can expand θpsq °8
m1AmQmpsq and obtain
xxθ, θyyρ,j 
8¸
m1
rmjA
2
m (7.8)
for all j ¥ 0.
There are also, for each n P N, discrete polynomials qmp kn q defined for 1 ¤ k ¤ 2n
and 1 ¤ m ¤ n, satisfying qmp 2n 1kn q  qmp kn q and such that
xxq`, qmyyρ,j  δ`mrmj , (7.9)
where rmj is as in (7.7). Hence if θk 
°n
m1 amqmp kn q for 1 ¤ k ¤ n, then
xxθ, θyyρ,j 
n¸
m1
rmja
2
m. (7.10)
Proof. The desired polynomials come from a slight variation on the classical Le-
gendre polynomials and the Chebyshev polynomials of a discrete variable. (These
are special cases of the Jacobi and Hahn polynomials respectively, with parameters
α  β  0.) The desired formulas follow from general properties of continuous and
discrete orthogonal polynomials; see Nikiforov et al. [NSU] for a good reference.
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To obtain (7.7), we setQmpsq  Km P 12m1p1sq, where Prpxq  12rr! d
r
dxr px21qr
is the usual Legendre polynomial given by the Rodrigues formula and Km is a
constant chosen to make Qm orthonormal when j  0. To obtain (7.9), we set
qmp kn q 
kmn
n2m2

h
p0,0q
2m1pk, 2n  1q  hp0,0q2m1pk  1, 2n  1q

,
where
hp0,0qr px,Nq 
p1qr
r!
p1 E1qrrpx  1q    px  rqpN  1 xq    pN  r  xqs
is the Hahn polynomial given in terms of a discrete Rodrigues formula, with E
denoting the integer shift operator, and again kmn is a constant chosen to give
orthonormality when j  0.
Checking all the conditions is routine using the formulas in [NSU]. 
For each n P N, we can define the map Fn which takes a continuous angular
function θpsq to a discrete approximation θk, and the map Gn which takes a discrete
angular sequence θk to a continuous angular function θpsq, by the formulas
θpsq 
8¸
m1
AmQmpsq ÞÑ
n¸
m1
Amqmp kn q  θk
θk 
n¸
m1
amqmp kn q ÞÑ
n¸
m1
amQmpsq  θpsq,
(7.11)
where the coefficients are obtained using orthonormality by
Am 
» 1
0
θpsqQmpsq ds and am  1
n
n¸
k1
θkqmp kn q.
By the formulas (7.8) and (7.10), we can bound the continuous and discrete Sobolev
norms of any order j in terms of each other using this map. Furthermore Gn is an
isometry, Fn Gn is the identity, and Gn Fn converges strongly to the identity as
nÑ8 in any weighted pρ, jq-norm.
Thus given an initial condition ηp0, sq  γpsq, we can write the discrete initial
condition γn as
pγnqk   1
n
n¸
jk
p∇ γnqjptq   1
n
n¸
jk
 
cos θk, sin θk

where θk is the discretization obtained from (7.11). And conversely, if we solve the
discrete chain equations to obtain ηkptq, we can construct an approximate whip
solution by finding, for each t, the angles θkptq and using (7.11) to obtain the
function θpt, sq, then reconstructing ηpt, sq   ³1
s
 
cos θpt, xq, sin θpt, xq dx.
We clearly have a similar construction for the velocity ηtpt, sq in terms of the
angular velocity θtpt, sq, which works based on the formulas
ηstpt, sq  p sin θpt, sq, cos θpt, sqqθtpt, sq
∇  9ηkptq  p sin θkptq, cos θkptqq 9θkptq.
These constructions ensure that we can go back and forth between whips and
chains while preserving the Sobolev norms as well as the constraint equation.
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7.2. Uniform energy bounds. Now suppose that the initial whip conditions
ηp0, sq  γpsq and ηtp0, sq  wpsq have bounded energy E3p0q given by (4.3), as
well as satisfying the constraints |γ1psq|2  1 and xγ1psq, w1psqy  0, and have odd
extensions through s  1. Using the procedure of the preceding section, we know
that for each n P N there are discrete initial conditions γn and wn such that the
discrete energy e3 given by (4.18) is bounded uniformly, independently of n. These
approximate conditions converge strongly in N4r0, 1s and N3r0, 1s respectively to
the actual initial conditions.
Lemma 7.3. Suppose γ and w are initial conditions as in Theorem 1.1, and sup-
pose discretizations γn and wn are defined as in Section 7.1. Let pηnqkptq and
pσnqkptq, for 1 ¤ k ¤ n, be the solution of equations (2.14) and (2.15) with
ηnp0q  γn and 9ηnp0q  wn.
Then there is a T ¡ 0 such that the discrete energy e3ptq defined by (4.18) is
bounded uniformly on r0, T s and uniformly in n.
Proof. Since the discrete energy e3p0q is bounded uniformly for all n, we conclude
by Lemma 4.8 that ~ηnp0q~3{2,2 is uniformly bounded for all n. In particular we
know the hypotheses of Lemma 5.2 are satisfied for n sufficiently large. Fix such
an n.
By Lemma 5.2 we have
sk
σkptq ¤ bptq À
1
u0
e2~ηptq~
2
3{2,2 . (7.12)
We want an estimate for the evolution of ~η~23{2,2. For any k P t1, . . . , n  1u, we
have by Proposition 4.4 and Lemma 4.8 that
d
dt

s
p3{2q
k |∇2 ηkptq|2
	
 2sp3{2qk x∇2 ηkptq,∇2  9ηkptqy
¤ ~ηptq~1,2~ 9ηptq~2,2
À e3ptq.
Since this is true for any k, we conclude
~ηptq~23{2,2 ¤ ~ηp0q~23{2,2  
L
4
» t
0
e3pτq dτ (7.13)
for some constant L, independent of t and n. This bound also ensures that the
hypotheses of Lemma 5.2 are satisfied for sufficiently large n as long as e3ptq is
bounded.
By the definitions (4.18) and (4.19), we clearly have
e3ptq ¤ max t1, bptqu4e˜3ptq,
and we conclude by combining (7.12) and (7.13) that
e3ptq ¤ K exp

L
» t
0
e3pτq dτ


e˜3ptq, (7.14)
for some constant K which is also independent of t and n.
Let yptq  ³t
0
e3pτq dτ and let zptq 
³t
0
e˜3pτq dτ . Then (7.14) can be written as
eLyptq
dy
dt
¤ Kdz
dt
,
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and integrating both sides yields
eLyptq ¥ 1KLzptq. (7.15)
Now we use Theorem 6.1 to get de˜3dt ¤ M3e3ptq7 for some M3 independent of t
and n. Using (7.14) and (7.15), we have
e73 ¤ K7e7Lyptqe˜73 ¤
K7
p1KLzptqq7

dz
dt

7
,
so we obtain
d2z
dt2
¤ M3K
7
p1KLzptqq7

dz
dt

7
. (7.16)
Dividing by pdzdt q6 and integrating, we obtain
z1ptq ¤ z1p0q

1  J

1 1p1KLzptqq6

1{5
, (7.17)
where J  5M3K6z1p0q56L . Another integration gives a bound for zptq on some time
interval r0, T s, which depends only on e3p0q, and (7.17) gives a uniform bound on
e˜3ptq. Combining this with (7.14) and (7.15), we get a uniform bound on e3ptq as
well on the same time interval. 
Now having obtained a sequence of chain solutions ηnptq, bounded uniformly in
the discrete weighted Sobolev norms uniformly on an interval r0, T s, we use the
technique of Section 7.1 to interpolate. For each n we obtain an approximate whip
solution ηn : r0, T s  r0, 1s Ñ Rd for which the energy E3ptq is bounded on r0, T s
independently of n. We can then extract a subsequence which converges in the
weak-* topology on L8pr0, T s, N4r0, 1sq.
Before doing this, we prove one final lemma, a compactness result analogous to
the usual Rellich theorem.
Lemma 7.4. Let Nmr0, 2s denote the space of functions η : r0, 2s Ñ Rd such that
the norm
‖η‖2
Nm

m¸
`0
» 2
0
s`p2 sq`
∣∣∣∣d`ηds`
∣∣∣∣2 ds (7.18)
is finite.
Then Nm 1r0, 2s is compact in Nmr0, 2s for each m ¥ 0.
Proof. Expand ηpsq  °8j0 wjPjp1  sq, where Pj are the standard Legendre
polynomials. Then as discussed in Section 7.1, we have
‖η‖2
Nm

m¸
`0
8¸
j`
2
2j   1
pj   `q!
pj  `q!w
2
j .
Hence the embedding ι : Nm 1 Ñ Nm is a norm limit of operators with finite-
dimensional range, so it is compact. 
As noted in Section 7.1, for functions on r0, 1s that are restrictions of odd func-
tions on r0, 2s, the norm on Nmr0, 2s given by (7.18) is equivalent to the norm on
Nmr0, 1s given by (1.3), and thus we get compactness of Nm 1r0, 1s in Nmr0, 1s for
functions with an odd extension through s  1.
We now establish the existence part of Theorem 1.1.
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Theorem 7.5. Given initial conditions γ and w as in Theorem 1.1, there is a
T ¡ 0 such that there is a solution η of the system (7.19) in L8pr0, T s, N4r0, 1sq X
W 1,8pr0, T s, N3r0, 1sq.
Proof. For each fixed t and each n P N, construct a continuous approximation of
the chain ηnptq as in Section 7.1, and call it ηnptq. Then by Lemma 7.3 we get
a uniform bound on on E3ptq in some short time interval r0, T s; in other words,
the family ηn is bounded in L
8pr0, T s, N4r0, 1sq XW 1,8pr0, T s, N3r0, 1sq. By the
Alaoglu theorem, there is a subsequence ηnk that converges in the weak-* topology
to η P L8pr0, T s, N4r0, 1sq XW 1,8pr0, T s, N3r0, 1sq.
By the compactness Lemma 7.4, there is a sub-subsequence η˜nkj which converges
strongly to η in L8pr0, T s, N3r0, 1sq X W 1,8pr0, T s, N2r0, 1sq. For any  ¡ 0 the
convergence is strong in H3r, 1s, and thus by the usual Sobolev embedding theorem
also in C2r, 1s. So we can take the limit of the system (2.14) and (2.15) pointwise
to see that we have a solution of (7.19). 
The fact that all the estimates close up at the level of E3, with all other energies
satisfying linear differential inequalities, implies that the only way a solution which
is initially C8 can fail to be C8 for all time is if E3 becomes infinite in finite time.
This gives a crude blowup criterion.
Corollary 7.6. Suppose η, σ is a solution of the system
ηtt  Bspσηsq, σss  |ηss|2  |ηst|2, |ηs|2  1,
ηpt, 1q  0, σsp1q  0, σp0q  0, ηp0, sq  γpsq, ηtp0, sq  wpsq, (7.19)
where we assume that γ and w satisfy the conditions of Theorem 1.1.
Assume that in some time interval r0, T s, the energy E3ptq is bounded uniformly.
Assume further that Emp0q is bounded for all m ¡ 3. Then Emptq is also bounded
in r0, T s for all m ¡ 3.
Proof. By equation (6.4), we have for k ¥ 4 that
dE˜k
dt
ÀMkpEk1qEk.
Furthermore since E2ptq is bounded, so is Bptq  sups sσpt,sq by Lemma 5.2, and
thus
dE˜k
dt
¤ M˜kpEk1qE˜k
for some function M˜k. So by Gronwall’s inequality, E˜kptq is bounded on r0, T s in
terms of E˜kp0q. Thus finally Ekptq is also bounded on r0, T s. 
We now complete the proof of Theorem 1.1 by proving uniqueness.
Theorem 7.7. Suppose γ and w are functions on r0, 1s as in Theorem 1.1. If
pη1, σ1q and pη2, σ2q are two solutions of (7.19), both in
L8pr0, T s, N4r0, 1sq XW 1,8pr0, T s, N3r0, 1sq,
with the same initial conditions
η1p0, sq  η2p0, sq  γpsq and Btη1p0, sq  Btη2p0, sq  wpsq,
then η1pt, sq  η2pt, sq and σ1pt, sq  σ2pt, sq for all t P r0, T s and all s P r0, 1s.
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Proof. The proof relies on an energy estimate for the differences at the level of the
first energy,
E1rη1  η2s 
» 1
0

|Btη1  Btη2|2   s|Bsη1  Bsη2|2
  s|BtBsη1  BtBsη2|2   s2|B2sη1  B2sη2|2
	
ds.
We estimate this energy using a Gronwall inequality, as in Theorem 6.1 and Lemma
7.3. The reason this works is that since η1  η2 satisfies a linear PDE whose
coefficients involve the known quantities η1, η2, σ1, and σ2, we can use Corollary
4.5 in a more effective way to put all the weights on the known terms. The full
proof appears in Appendix A.5. 
Finally we discuss some refinements of these results. First, given a solution η
of (1.1) with E3 finite, we can check using the differential equation that ‖B2t η‖2,2,
‖B3t η‖1,1, and ‖B4t η‖0,0 can all be bounded in terms of E3. Hence the solution is
also in W 2,8pr0, T s, N2r0, 1sqXW 3,8pr0, T s, N1r0, 1sqXW 4,8pr0, T s, N0r0, 1sq. Now
a well-known general technique (see e.g., Lemma 11.9 of [RR]) shows that η is
continuous as a curve in N4r0, 1s, η is C1 as a curve in N3r0, 1s, etc.
8. General remarks and future research
In this paper we considered the whip with one fixed and one free end as boundary
conditions. The other possibilities are to have two free ends, to have two fixed
ends, and to have periodicity. All of the estimates in this paper have analogues
in those cases. When there are two free ends, the tension must satisfy σp0q  0
and σp2q  0, so the appropriate weighted norms look like the square root of³2
0
skp2sqk|f pkqpsq|2 ds. Since we have essentially solved the problem with one fixed
end by constructing an odd extension in order to turn the problem into a string
with two free ends on r0, 2s, we expect that the same estimates prove existence
for an inextensible string with two free ends. When there are two fixed ends, or
when the whip is periodic, the problem becomes simpler since we can use ordinary
Sobolev spaces for the estimates. In this case we expect the energy estimates to
close up at the level of e2 rather than e3.
The addition of gravity brings some complications. One is that the boundary
conditions change, and oddness through the fixed point is no longer enough to
satisfy the conditions automatically. (This is already an issue even for the wave
equation with constant coefficients, if an external force is imposed which does not
respect the boundary conditions.) The other complication is that if the whip is
above the fixed point, the tension may become negative: the effect of gravity is
to change the boundary condition in (2.2) to σspt, 1q  xg, ηspt, 1qy, where g is
the gravitational acceleration vector, and if σspt, 1q   0 then it is possible to have
σpt, sq   0 for some t and s. In that case the evolution equation becomes elliptic,
so the discussion becomes much more complicated.
The blowup criterion Corollary 7.6, that a smooth solution remains smooth up
to time T iff sup0¤t¤T E3ptq   8, can certainly be improved. Once we know a
solution exists, we can use alternative methods to get better a priori bounds on it.
Thess et al. have speculated that blowup for the periodic loop might be controlled
by the L8 norms of |ηss| and |ηst|, analogous to the way blowup for the ideal Euler
equations is controlled by the L8 norm of vorticity. This is an interesting problem
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to study, since we have a much greater handle on all aspects of this one-dimensional
problem. We will explore this in a future paper.
In addition, the geometry of the space of inextensible curves is interesting in its
own right. Although the geometric objects are not smooth in the Sobolev topology
(unlike on the group of volumorphisms), the curvature formulas still make sense,
and one can compute formally that all sectional curvatures are nonnegative. We
can thus try to study stability of the motion from the geometric point of view (as
in [AK]), as well as the geometry of blowup. See [P] for details on this.
A similar problem in higher dimensions is given by the motion of a flag attached
to a pole in 3-space. Here our configuration space would be the space of maps of
a rectangle into R3 which are isometric immersions with one side of the rectangle
held fixed. We expect to see a similar nonlocal coupled degenerate system, the only
obvious difference being that the ordinary differential equation (1.2) becomes an
elliptic equation in the spatial variables.
The whip-chain equations are interesting partly in and of themselves, but espe-
cially as a “toy model” of inviscid, incompressible fluids. There are some structural
similarities between the equations (1.1) and (1.2) and the Euler equation for an
ideal fluid, given in Lagrangian form by
ηttpt, xq   grad p
 
t, ηpt, xq and ∆p  Tr rDηtpt, xq  η1pt, xqs2,
with some boundary condition to determine grad p uniquely. Both systems involve
a hyperbolic evolution equation for a constrained function, where the right side is
given in terms of a function determined by a purely spatial differential equation.
The technique of approximating a continuous system with a discrete system pre-
serving the geometry may be interesting to apply to fluids directly. For example,
in two dimensions we could consider a rectangular grid on a torus, the vertices of
which are free to move as long as all quadrilateral areas are preserved. Although
such a model may not have global existence (as edges of a quadrilateral may col-
lapse to give a triangle without changing the area), we might still get some useful
insight out of it.
Appendix A. Longer proofs
A.1. Proof of Proposition 3.5.
Proposition. Suppose Gkj, ηk, αk, and βk are defined as in Proposition 3.2.
Assume the ηk are such that, for some υ P p0, 2
?
n
5 s, we have
k3{2
n3{2
|∇2 ηk|2 ¤ υ for 1 ¤ k ¤ n 1. (A.1)
Then for every 1 ¤ j, k ¤ n, we have
n2Gkj
jk
¥ e2υ. (A.2)
If G solves (3.2) and ηss is a smooth function, then we have
inf
0¤s,x¤1
Gps, xq
sx
¥ e
%
1  % where % 
» 1
0
s|ηss|2 ds  ‖η‖1,2. (A.3)
Proof. Our strategy for proving (A.3) will be to first show that the minimum
of the ratios
n2Gkj
kj and
Gps,xq
sx is attained at the off-diagonal corners; that is,
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min1¤j,k¤n
n2Gkj
kj  nG1n and inf0 s,x,¤1 Gps,xqsx  limsÑ0 Gps,1qs  Gsp0, 1q. The
proofs are nearly identical in both cases, so we will just give the discrete proof.
Then we estimate the size of this value; here the proofs are different, and we can
get a sharper estimate for the continuous case.
We first define a matrix F by Fkj  n2kjGkj . Clearly F is symmetric since G is.
We want to prove that Fkj ¥ F1n. Note that for 1   k ¤ n we have
Fkj  Fk1,j  n
2
jkpk  1q rpk  1qpGkj Gk1,jq Gk1,js . (A.4)
First we show that we can decrease Fkj by increasing the larger index. If k ¡ j
we know from Proposition 3.3 that p∇,1Gqkj ¤ 0, so that Gkj ¤ Gk1,j , and thus
Fkj  Fk1,j ¤ 0. Thus
Fkj ¥ Fnj if k ¥ j. (A.5)
Next we show that we can decrease Fkj by decreasing the smaller index, which
is a bit more involved. Inspired by (A.4), we define for 1 ¤ k ¤ n the auxiliary
quantity Hkj  pk  1qpGkj  Gk1,jq  Gk1,j ; then it is easy to compute that
p∇ ,1Hqkj  kp∇,1∇ ,1Gqkj , and we conclude using (3.8) that if k   j then
Hk 1,j  Hkj ¥ 0. Since H1j  0, this shows that Hkj ¥ 0 as long as k ¤ j.
Then since Fkj  Fk1,j  n2jkpk1qHkj for k ¡ 1, we have Fkj ¥ Fk1,j as long as
1   k ¤ j, and hence
Fkj ¥ F1j for 1 ¤ k ¤ j. (A.6)
Combining (A.5) and (A.6), and using the fact that Fkj  Fjk, we obtain
min
1¤j,k¤n
Fkj  F1n. (A.7)
We finally want to bound F1n from below. Using the formula (3.4) we have that
F1n  p11p1n
β1
 1
β1
n1¹
m1
αm
βm 1
(A.8)
It is easier to estimate sums than products, so we rewrite (A.8) as
lnF1n 
n1¸
k1
lnαk 
n1¸
k1
lnβk, (A.9)
recalling that βn  1.
First we get an upper estimate for
°n1
k1 lnβk. Rearranging (3.5) and using
αk  1 12n2 |∇2 ηk|2, we have
βk  βk 1  pβk  1qpβk 1  1q  
|∇2 ηk|2
n2
 |∇
2
 ηk|4
4n4
.
Recalling that 1 ¤ βk ¤ 2 for each k, we conclude
βk  βk 1 ¤ 1
n2
|∇2 ηk|2,
and since βn  1, we find
βj  βn  
n1¸
kj
pβk  βk 1q ¤ 1  1
n2
n1¸
kj
|∇2 ηk|2. (A.10)
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Now since βj ¥ 1, we have lnβj ¤ βj  1, so that (incorporating the assumption
(A.1))
n1¸
j1
lnβk ¤ 1
n2
n1¸
j1
n1¸
kj
|∇2 ηk|2 
1
n2
n1¸
k1
k|∇2 ηk|2
¤ υ
n
n1¸
k1
c
n
k
¤ υ

2  ζp1{2q?
n


,
(A.11)
where ζp1{2q  1.46 is a value of the Riemann zeta function.5
Next we get a lower estimate for
°n1
k1 lnαk. Since αk  1 
|∇2 ηk|2
2n2 , the
assumption (A.1) yields αk ¥ 1  υ2n1{2k3{2 . Since we have assumed υ ¤ 2
?
n
5 , we
have αk ¥ 0.8 ¡ 0 for all 1 ¤ k ¤ n  1. Now we want to get a lower bound for
lnαk; this is a bit more delicate than an upper bound for the logarithm of lnβk.
Define c  2ζp 12 q{ζp 32 q  1.118 in terms of the Riemann zeta function. It is not
difficult to verify that when 0.8 ¤ αk ¤ 1, then lnαk ¥ cp1  αkq. Thus we have
lnαk ¥ pcυq{p2n1{2k3{2q for every k, from which we conclude
n1¸
k1
lnαk ¥  cυ
2n1{2
n1¸
k1
1
k3{2
¥ cυζp
3
2 q
2n1{2
 υζp
1
2 q?
n
. (A.12)
Combining (A.11) with (A.12) and plugging into (A.9), we obtain lnF1n ¥ 2υ.
Using (A.7), we obtain (A.2) as desired.
Now we will just sketch the proof of (A.3). We similarly establish that the
infimum of Gps,xqsx is attained when s  0 and x  1, which works the same way as
in the discrete case. So we just need to estimate limsÑ0
Gps,1q
s  Gsp0, 1q. Letting
Jpsq  Gps, 1q, we see that J satisfies
J2psq  |η2psq|2Jpsq  0, Jp0q  0, J 1p1q  1. (A.13)
The minimum is then Gsp0, 1q  J 1p0q.
Set λpsq  ln rJpsq{ss; then we can verify by explicit computation that (A.13)
can be rewritten in two ways:
d
ds

s2λ1psq  s2λ1psq2   s2|η2psq|2, and
d
ds

sp1 sqλ1psq  λ1psq  sp1 sqλ1psq2   sp1 sq|η2psq|2.
Integrating the first equation from s  0 to s  1 gives
λ1p1q ¤
» 1
0
s2|η2psq|2 ds ¤ %, (A.14)
and integrating the second from s  0 to s  1 gives
λp1q  λp0q ¤
» 1
0
sp1 sq|η2psq|2 ds ¤ %. (A.15)
Since λ1p1q  1Jp1q1 and λp1qλp0q  ln rJp1q{Jp0qs, estimates (A.14) and (A.15)
combine to give (A.3). 
5Having a precise estimate of this remainder is useful to make part of (A.11) cancel out (A.12),
in order to make the estimate (A.2) independent of n and thus a bit more elegant.
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A.2. Proof of Theorem 4.2.
Theorem. Let f : r0, 1s Ñ Rd be C8. Then for any r ¡ 0 the norms (4.4) and
(4.5) satisfy the weighted inequalities
‖f‖2r1,m À ‖f‖2r,m   ‖f‖2r 1,m 1 and (A.16)
~f~2r,m À ‖f‖2r,m   ‖f‖2r 1,m 1. (A.17)
If in addition we have f pmqp1q  0, then these inequalities can be simplified to
‖f‖2r1,m À ‖f‖2r 1,m 1 and (A.18)
~f~2r,m À ‖f‖2r 1,m 1. (A.19)
If f is instead a sequence tf1,    , fnu with values in Rd, then the inequalities
(A.16)–(A.17) also hold if the norms are interpreted as (4.7) and (4.8), while the
inequalities (A.18)–(A.19) hold if f
pmq
nm  0.
Proof. It is clearly sufficient to prove these inequalities when m  0. To derive the
discrete versions, we do the following. Let p be any real number. Then for any
k P t1, . . . , n 1u, we have
|pp  kqfk 1  kfk|2  p2|fk 1|2   kpk pqn2 |∇ fk|2   pk
 |fk 1|2  |fk|2,
so that
0 ¤ p2|fk 1|2   kpk pqn2 |∇ fk|2   pk
 |fk 1|2  |fk|2. (A.20)
Note that if we define f0 in any way at all, the equation is still satisfied at k  0.
Furthermore we have the easy-to-verify formulas ks
pq1q
k 1  nspqqk and ∇ spqqk 
qs
pq1q
k 1 , which are valid for k ¥ 0.
For any real q ¡ 0, multiply (A.20) through by spq1qk 1 and simplify to get
0 ¤ p2spq1qk 1 |fk 1|2   k pn spqqk |∇ fk|2   npspqqk
 |fk 1|2  |fk|2.
Now notice that the last term simplifies to
nps
pqq
k
 |fk 1|2  |fk|2  p∇  spqqk |fk|2  npspqqk  spqqk 1q|fk 1|2
 p∇ 
 
s
pqq
k |fk|2
 pqspq1qk 1 |fk 1|2,
using ∇ spqqk  qspq1qk 1 . Thus we have
0 ¤ ppp qqspq1qk 1 |fk 1|2  
k   p
n
s
pqq
k |∇ fk|2   p∇ 
 
s
pqq
k |fk|2

.
Now let i and j be any integers with 0 ¤ i   j ¤ n. Summing all the terms from
k  i to k  j  1 and using the telescope formula 1n
°j1
ki ∇ bk  bj  bi for any
sequence tbku, we obtain
0 ¤ ppp qq
n
j¸
ki 1
s
pq1q
k |fk|2  
1
n
j1¸
ki
k   p
n
s
pqq
k |∇ fk|2
  p spqqj |fj |2  spqqi |fi|2, (A.21)
after reindexing the first sum on the right side. This is the basic building block for
all the other inequalities in this proof. Now we consider some special cases which
will together prove (A.16)–(A.17). Take any r ¡ 0.
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 For any integer i with 1 ¤ i ¤ n, if we set p  q  r and j  n in (A.21),
we get
s
prq
i |fi|2 ¤
1
rn
n1¸
ki
k   r
n
s
prq
k |∇ fk|2   sprqn |fn|2,
and since k rn s
prq
k  spr 1qk , we have
s
prq
i |fm|2 ¤ sprqn |fn|2  
1
r
‖f‖2r 1,1. (A.22)
We use this to obtain (A.17); if fn  0 we obtain (A.19).
 Next, if we set p  r2 , q  r, i  0, and j  n, then we get
0 ¤  r
2
4n
n¸
k2
s
pr1q
k |fk|2  
1
n
n1¸
k1
k   r{2
n
s
prq
k |∇ fk|2  
r
2
sprqn |fn|2.
Noting that k  r2   k  r for any r ¡ 0 and any k, we obtain after solving
for ‖f‖2r1,0 that
‖f‖2r1,0 ¤
4
r2
‖f‖2r 1,1  
2
r
sprqn |fn|2, (A.23)
which is used to bound (A.16). If fn  0 we obtain (A.18).
 Finally we get an upper bound for |fn|. Choose q  r  1 and p  pr  1q
with i  0 and j  n. Then we have
0 ¤ 2pr   1q
2
n
n¸
k1
s
prq
k |fk|2  
1
n
n1¸
k0
k  r  1
n
s
pr 1q
k |∇ fk|2
 pr   1qspr 1qn |fn|2.
from which we conclude
spr 1qn |fn|2 ¤ 2pr   1q‖f‖2r,0  
1
r   1‖f‖
2
r 2,1. (A.24)
Now we obviously have
‖f‖2r 2,1 ¤
n  r
n
|f‖2r 1,1,
and plugging into (A.24) gives
sprqn |fn|2 ¤
2r2   4r   1
rpr   1q ‖f‖
2
r 1,1   4pr   1q‖f‖2r,0, (A.25)
Combining (A.23) with (A.25), we get (A.16). Combining (A.22) with (A.25)
and taking the maximum, we get (A.17). 
A.3. Proof of Lemma 5.4.
Lemma. If σ satisfies (2.18) with the condition σ0  0, then the norms (5.14) can
be bounded by the energy (4.18) via
d1 À e43, d2 À e43, and d3 À e63, (A.26)
while for m ¡ 3 we have
dm ¤ Pmpem1qem, (A.27)
where Pm depends only on em1.
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Proof. Applying the shift operator E to (2.18), we obtain
∇2 σ 
E2σ
2
|E∇2 η|2  
σ
2
|∇2 η|2  |E∇  9η|2.
Thus as a first step, we have
‖σ‖` 3{2,` 2  ‖∇2 σ‖` 3{2,`

∥∥∥ 12E2σ|E∇2 η|2   12σ|∇2 η|2  |E∇  9η|2∥∥∥
` 3{2,`
À ‖σ|∇2 η|2‖` 3{2,`   ‖|∇  9η|2‖` 3{2,`
using the fact that E is a bounded operator in any norm. (The technique we use
will make it clear that the norm of E2σ|E∇2 η|2 is comparable to that of σ|∇2 η|,
so there is no reason to study it separately.)
To simplify notation a bit, let f  |∇2 η|2 and g  |∇  9η|2. Then the inequality
above is
‖σ‖2` 3{2,` 2 À ‖σf‖2` 3{2,`   ‖g‖2` 3{2,`. (A.28)
Our first goal is to bound ‖σf‖` 3{2,` in terms of the norms of σ and the norms of
f . Note that we have bounds on σ and ∇ σ in the maximum norm by Lemma 5.1,
while for higher differences of σ the bounds are expressed in terms of Euclidean-type
norms. So the complication comes from taking this into account.
Using the general product formula (2.16) for differences, we have
‖σf‖2` 3{2,` 
1
n
n¸
k1
s
p` 3{2q
k |∇` pσfqk|2
 1
n
n¸
k1
s
p` 3{2q
k
∣∣∣∣∣ `¸
j0

`
j


∇`j  σk j∇j fk
∣∣∣∣∣
2
À
`¸
j0
1
n
n¸
k1
s
p` 3{2q
k |∇`j  σk j |2|∇j fk|2.
Now the exceptional cases are when j  ` or j  `  1, because there we want to
use the maximum norm on σ directly. In the other cases, we still need to use the
maximum norm, but we will give it some extra weighting so that we can use (4.11).
So we have, using σksk ¤ a and |∇ σ| ¤ a, that
‖σf‖2` 3{2,` À
a2
n
n¸
k1
s
p` 3{2q
k s
2
k `|∇` fk|2  
a2
n
n¸
k1
s
p` 3{2q
k |∇`1  fk|2
 
`2¸
j0

max
1¤k¤n
s
pj 2q
k |∇j fk|2
	 1
n
n¸
k1
s
p` 3{2q
k
s
pj 2q
k
|∇`j  σk j |2

.
Using the bounds s
p` 3{2q
k s
2
k ` À sp` 7{2qk and s
p` 3{2q
k
s
pj 2q
k
À sp`j1{2qk j from Proposition
4.4, we obtain
‖σf‖2` 3{2,` À a2‖f‖2` 7{2,`   a2‖f‖2` 3{2,`1  
`2¸
j0
~f~2j 2,j‖σ‖2`j1{2,`j . (A.29)
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A straightforward application of (2.16) and the basic estimates of Theorem 4.2
proves the inequalities
‖f‖2` 7{2,` À e3e` 1   e2` for ` ¥ 0; (A.30)
‖f‖2` 3{2,`1 À e3e` 1   e2` for ` ¥ 1; (A.31)
~f~2j 2,j À e3ej 3   e2j 2 for j ¥ 0;. (A.32)
To conclude, we need to estimate the other term in (A.28). We will show
‖g‖2` 3{2,` À e3e` 1   e2` for ` ¥ 0. (A.33)
We will see that the extra half-power in the weighting is only necessary for the
norm of g; otherwise we could have worked with ‖f‖2` 3,`, etc. instead. We have
‖g‖2` 3{2,` À
°`
j0‖x∇j 1  9η,Ej∇` 1j  9ηy‖2` 3{2,0
À ~ 9η~21{2,1‖ 9η‖2` 1,` 1  
°`1
j1 ~ 9η~2j 1,j 1‖ 9η‖2`j,` 1j
À e3e` 1  
°`1
j1 ej 2e` 2j À e3e` 1   e2` .
Plugging (A.30)–(A.33) into (A.29) and (A.28), we obtain
‖σ‖2` 3{2,` 2 À p1 a2q
 
e3e` 1  e2`
 °`2j0pe3ej 3  e2j 2q‖σ‖2`j1{2,`j . (A.34)
Recall from Lemma 5.1 that a À e2, so that 1   a2 À e22. So when `  0 or
`  1 we get ‖σ‖23{2,2 À e22e3e1 ¤ e43 and ‖σ‖25{2,3 À e22e3e2 ¤ e43. From this we
have d1 À e43 and d2 À e43. Now we can derive from (A.34) for m ¥ 3 the recursive
inequality
dm À e22e3em   e22e2m1  
°m3
j0 pe3ej 3   e2j 2qdm2j .
Plugging in m  3 gives the base case (A.26), and induction on m gives (A.27). 
A.4. Proof of Theorem 6.1.
Theorem. Let n P N, and suppose pη1ptq, . . . , ηnptqq and pσ1ptq, . . . , σnptqq form a
solution of (2.14) and (2.15) with σ0ptq  0 and ηn 1ptq  0, along with the odd
extensions (2.12).
Then the energies (4.18) and (4.19) satisfy the estimates
dre3
dt
¤M3e73 (A.35)
for some M3 independent of the initial data and of n. In addition the higher energies
satisfy
drem
dt
ÀMmpem1qem (A.36)
for every m ¡ 3, where Mm depends only on em1.
Proof. As with the proof of Lemma 5.4, the estimates for the whip and chain are
proved in the same way, so we will just focus on the harder case of the chain
(where nontrivial technical issues such as Lemma A.1 arise). The essential step is
the discrete analogue of the computation (4.2), together with the integration by
parts employed to cancel out the highest-order term. Then we simply estimate the
remainder terms using Corollary 4.5 and Lemma 4.8.
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The first step is just to differentiate. We deal with the terms in (4.19) one at a
time. So fix an integer ` ¥ 0. Then
d
dt
1
n
nt`{2u¸
k1

σ
p`q
k |∇`  9ηk|2   σp` 1qk |∇` 1  ηk|2
	
 1
n
nt`{2u¸
k1
pI  2IIq (A.37)
where
I 

d
dt
σ
p`q
k


|∇`  9ηk|2  

d
dt
σ
p` 1q
k


|∇` 1  ηk|2 (A.38)
and
II  σp`qk x∇`  9ηk,∇` :ηky   σp` 1qk x∇` 1  ηk,∇` 1  9ηky. (A.39)
For (A.38), if `  1 then we have dσkdt ¤ csk, while if ` ¥ 2 the derivative
dσ
p`q
k
dt
is a derivative of a product of ` terms. Using σk ¤ ask and dσkdt ¤ csk, we clearly
have ∣∣∣∣ ddtσp`qk
∣∣∣∣ ¤ `a`1csp`qk ,
which obviously holds in addition for `  0 and `  1. Thus the sum of (A.38) is
bounded by∣∣∣∣∣∣ 1n
nt`{2u¸
k1
I
∣∣∣∣∣∣ ¤ a`1c‖ 9η‖2`,`   a`c‖η‖2` 1,` 1 À e` 23 e` for ` ¥ 0 (A.40)
using Lemma 5.1.
So our primary concern is (A.39). By analogy with the technique used to
derive (4.2), we want to pull out the worst terms of (A.39) and collect them
into a single exact difference which will sum to zero. It is easy to check that if
ψ  σp` 1qxE∇`  9η,∇` 1  ηy, then
∇ψ  pE1σp` 1qqx∇`  9η,∇` 1  ∇ηy
  σp` 1qx∇` 1  η,∇` 1  9ηy   p∇σp` 1qqx∇`  9η,∇` 1  ηy.
The middle term of ∇ψ is precisely the second term of (A.39), so we want to
show that the difference of the remaining terms is relatively simple.6 We will do
this computation in Lemma A.1.
To check that this all works, we observe that the backward difference ∇ψ sums
to zero: we have
1
n
nt`{2u¸
k1
∇ψ  ψnt`{2u  ψ0,
6The complication in this computation is the fact that :η  ∇pσ∇ ηq  E1∇ pσ∇ ηq:
we have nothing but ∇  in the rest of the formula, so the appearance of one ∇ operator (or,
equivalently, of one backward shift E1) necessitates rederiving the formulas to get rid of it, rather
than using a formula like (2.16) directly. The reason we don’t want to see a mix of ∇ and ∇ 
operators is because later in the proof we will need to use the fact that x∇ η,∇  9ηy  0, while
there is no simple formula for x∇η,∇  9ηy.
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which can be checked to vanish due to σ0  0 and the oddness conditions (2.12).
(Recall that this is precisely the reason that the summands in our energies (4.18)–
(4.19) all terminate at n t`{2u.) Hence we have
nt`{2u¸
k1
pIIqk 
nt`{2u¸
k1
pII∇ψqk.
Now by Lemma A.1, we have
II∇ψ 
`¸
i1
Ri, (A.41)
where the remainder terms are given by
Ri 
`i¸
j0
 
j i
i

σp`qpEj1∇i 1  σqx∇`  9η,∇` 1i  ηy. (A.42)
Therefore if ` ¥ 1 we have∣∣∣∣∣∣ 1n
nt`{2u¸
k1
pIIqk
∣∣∣∣∣∣ 
∣∣∣∣∣∣ 1n
nt`{2u¸
k1
`¸
i1
pRiqk
∣∣∣∣∣∣ À a`
`¸
i1
Si, (A.43)
where
Si  1
n
nt`{2u¸
k1
s
p`q
k |∇i 1  σk|
∣∣x∇`  9ηk,∇` 1i  ηky∣∣ (A.44)
for 1 ¤ i ¤ `. Here we use the fact that by Proposition 4.4, the shift operators
Ej1 that appear in (A.42) are bounded for any j; since having or not having the
shift operators attached to σ doesn’t change the estimates in any way, we may as
well ignore them. (Having the shift operators attached to one of the η terms would
cause a problem, which is why we need Lemma A.1.)
Obviously when `  1, we must have i  1 also in the sum (A.43), and in this
case every summand in (A.44) involves x∇  9ηk,∇ ηky  0, so that S1  0 if `  1.
Hence we will assume ` ¥ 2 to estimate Si.
We will show that for any 1 ¤ i ¤ `,
Si À
#
e33e` if `  2 or `  3,
Li,`pe`1qe` if ` ¥ 4,
(A.45)
for some function Li,` of e`1. The bounds for 1 ¤ i ¤ `  1 are all basically the
same, while the bound for the i  ` term requires another trick.
Using Corollary 4.5, and Lemma 4.8, it is straightforward to verify that S1 À?
d3e` and that Si À ?e` 2i
a
di 1
?
e` for 2 ¤ i ¤ ` 1. Then using Lemma 5.4,
we obtain (A.45) when 1 ¤ i ¤ ` 1.
The last case in (A.45) is when i  `. (Recall that we are assuming ` ¥ 2 since
S1  0 when `  1.) Since |∇ η|2  1, we have x∇ η,∇  9ηy  0. Applying the
difference operator ∇`1  to both sides and using the product formula (2.16), we
get
x∇`  9η,∇ ηy  
`1¸
p1

` 1
p


xEp∇`p  9η,∇p 1  ηy. (A.46)
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Thus
S` À
`1¸
p1
1
n
nt`{2u¸
k1
s
p`q
k |∇` 1  σk|
∣∣xEp∇`p  9ηk,∇p 1  ηky∣∣.
We obviously want to use the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality on this, and to do so
we have to assign the weight s
p`q
k to the individual pieces. Recall that we have an
estimate for ‖σ‖` 1{2,` 1 ¤
?
d` ¤
a
P`pe`1qe` from Lemma 5.4, which means we
must pull the power sp` 1{2q out with this term, leaving us with sp`1{2q for what
remains. The worst term is the one with p  `  1, for then we have to estimate∥∥|∇  9η|  |∇` η|∥∥`1{2,0. We want to pull out the supremum norm of ∇  9η, but we
need some positive weight on it in order to be able to use (4.11).7
Using Corollary 4.5 again, we compute
S` À
°`1
p1‖E1∇` 1  σ‖` 1{2,0
∥∥∥|Ep∇`p  9η||∇p 1  η|∥∥∥
`1{2,0
À ‖σ‖` 1{2,` 1

~E`1∇  9η~1{2,0‖∇` η‖`1,0
 °`2p1 ~∇p 1  η~p,0‖Ep∇`p  9η‖`p1{2,0

À ?d`

~ 9η~1{2,1‖η‖`1,`  
°`2
p1 ~η~p,p 1‖ 9η‖`p1,`p
	
.
We easily estimate the quantities here, using Lemma 4.8, to get
S` À
a
d`

?
e3
?
e`  
`2¸
p1
?
ep 2
?
e`p 1

.
Putting this together with the bound for d` from Lemma 5.4, we get (A.45) for the
cases i  `.
Now plugging (A.45) into (A.43), we get
∣∣∣∣∣∣ 1n
nt`{2u¸
k1
pIIqk
∣∣∣∣∣∣ À a`
`¸
i1
Si À
$'''&'''%
0 `  1,
e63 `  2,
e73 `  3,
K`pe`1qe` ` ¥ 4,
(A.47)
for some function K` of e`1.
Using (A.40) and (A.47) in (A.37), we get
d
dt
1
n
nt`{2u¸
k1

σ
p`q
k |∇`  9ηk|2   σp` 1qk |∇` 1  ηk|2
	
À
$''''''&''''''%
e23 `  0,
e43 `  1,
e63 `  2,
e73 `  3,
M`pe`1qe` ` ¥ 4.
Now summing from `  0 to `  m, we get (A.35) and (A.36). 
To complete the proof, let us establish the formula (A.41).
7This is the only place in the paper where we actually need to split the weight into noninteger
powers to make the estimates work. Without doing this, we cannot close the estimates at the
level of e3. This is why the Sobolev norms of σ from Lemma 5.4 are defined the way they are.
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Lemma A.1. We have the formula
xE1∇` 1  pσ∇ ηq,∇`  9ηy  pE1σqx∇` 1  ∇η,∇`  9ηy
   ∇σp` 1qx∇`  9η,∇` 1  ηy   `¸
i1
Ri, (A.48)
where Ri is given by (A.42).
Proof. The product formula (2.16) yields
E1∇` 1  pσ∇ ηq  pE1σq∇` 1  ∇η 
`¸
p0

`  1
p  1


p∇p 1  E1σqpEp∇` 1p  ηq,
Then using E  1  ∇ n and some binomial expansions and identities, we obtain
E1∇` 1  pσ∇ ηq  pE1σq∇` 1  ∇η 
`¸
i0
`i¸
j0
 
j i
i
pEj1∇i 1  σqp∇` 1i  ηq.
(A.49)
We then compute the inner product of all terms with ∇`  9η.
In this last sum of (A.49), notice that when i  0 we get
R0  σp`q
 `¸
j0
Ej1∇ σ


x∇`  9η,∇` 1  ηy 
 ∇σp` 1qx∇`  9η,∇` 1  ηy,
using the obvious telescoping, which finally yields (A.48). 
A.5. Proof of Theorem 7.7.
Theorem. Suppose γ and w are functions on r0, 1s as in Lemma 7.3. If pη1, σ1q and
pη2, σ2q are two solutions of (7.19) in L8pr0, T s, N4r0, 1sq XW 1,8pr0, T s, N3r0, 1sq,
with the same initial conditions
η1p0, sq  η2p0, sq  γpsq and Btη1p0, sq  Btη2p0, sq  wpsq,
then η1pt, sq  η2pt, sq and σ1pt, sq  σ2pt, sq for all t P r0, T s and all s P r0, 1s.
Proof. Define the differences by ε  12 pη2η1q and δ  12 pσ2σ1q, and the averages
by η  12 pη1   η2q and σ  12 pσ1   σ2q. It is easy to compute that these quantities
satisfy the equations
δss 
 |ηss|2   |εss|2δ   2xεss, ηssyσ  2xεst, ηsty (A.50)
εtt  Bs
 
σεs
  Bs δηs. (A.51)
The quantities σ and δ have the same boundary conditions as those for σ1 and σ2;
similarly η and ε must both be odd through s  1 since η1 and η2 are. Furthermore,
the fact that |Bsη1|2  1  |Bsη2|2 implies that xεs, ηsy  0.
We now estimate the norms of these quantities; the primary goal is to estimate
the norm of ε, but we will need the norms of the other terms to do this. For
this purpose, we generalize the quantities A, B, C in 5.1, the quantities Dm from
(5.14), the quantities Em from (4.3), and the quantities E˜m from (4.1): we will
denote Arσs  sup0¤s¤1 |σpsq|s , Emrεs 
°m
`0‖εt‖2`,`   ‖ε‖2` 1,` 1, etc. For the
time-dependent energy E˜m we use σ for the weighting.
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It is easy to verify that
Arσs ¤ 12Arσ1s   12Arσ2s, Brσs ¤ Brσ1s  Brσ2s
Crσs ¤ 12Crσ1s   12Crσ2s, Dmrσs ¤ Dmrσ1s  Dmrσ2s,
Emrηs ¤ Emrη1s   Emrη2s.
We could proceed by imitating the proof of Theorem 6.1 to get a bound for
the energy E2rεs; however it’s simpler to use some alternative techniques to get a
bound for E1rεs. The reason this works is that we can separate all the estimates
into low-derivative norms of ε by compensating with high-derivative norms of η.
First we note that since δpt, 0q  0, we have by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality
that δpt, sq2 ¤ s ³1
0
δspt, sq2 ds. In the notation of Definition 4.1, we conclude that
~δ~1,0 ¤ ‖δ‖0,1. (A.52)
Since δpt, 0q  0 and δspt, 1q  0, we have using (A.50) and Corollary 4.5 that
‖δ‖20,1 
³1
0
δ2s ds  
³1
0
δδss ds
¤ 2 ³1
0
σδ|εss||ηss| ds  2
³1
0
δ|εst||ηst| ds
¤ 2~σ~2,0~δ~1,0‖ε‖2,2‖η‖1,2   2~δ~1,0‖εt‖1,1‖η‖0,1.
Using the fact that ~σ~2,0  Arσs, along with the inequality (A.52), we conclude
‖δ‖0,1 ¤ 2Arσs‖ε‖2,2‖η‖1,2   2‖εt‖1,1‖ηt‖0,1
À p1 Arσsq
a
E1rεs
a
E2rηs À pE2rηsq3{2
a
E1rεs,
(A.53)
using Lemma 4.8 and Lemma 5.1.
We compute the energies of ε using the same technique as in Theorem 6.1: we
try to bound dE˜mdt in terms of Em for m  0 and m  1. The lowest one is easy:
we have by (A.51) that
dE˜0rεs
dt
 d
dt
» 1
0
 |εt|2   σ|εs|2 ds
 CrσsE0rεs   2
³1
0
δsxηs, εty ds  2
³1
0
δxηss, εty ds,
since the boundary term vanishes. Then we can estimate the rest:
dE˜0rεs
dt
¤ CrσsE0rεs   2~η~0,1‖δ‖0,1‖εt‖0,0   2~δ~1,0‖η‖1,2‖εt‖0,0
¤ CrσsE0rεs   2‖δ‖0,1
a
E0rεs
 ~η~0,1   ‖η‖1,2. (A.54)
Now from Lemma 4.8 we have ‖η‖1,2 À
a
E2rηs, while the term ~η~0,1 is a bit
more difficult (since we have no weighting on the supremum and can’t use (4.11)).
Instead we use the standard Sobolev inequality (4.9):
~η~20,1 À ‖η‖20,1   ‖η‖20,2 À E3rηs,
using Lemma 4.8. This yields
dE˜0rεs
dt
À E2rηs3{2E3rηs1{2
a
E0rεs
a
E1rεs. (A.55)
We thus cannot bound E0rεs without also bounding E1rεs; this is not surprising
since it’s hard to even make sense of equation (A.50) without ηst and ηss both being
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in L2. Our next step is to perform the same estimates for E˜1rεs, at which point
the estimates do close up.
We can compute that
d
dt
³1
0
 
σ|εst|2   σ2|εss|2

ds ¤ Crσs‖εt‖21,1   2CrσsArσs‖ε‖22,2
  2 ³1
0
σσssxεs, εsty ds  2
³1
0
σδssxηs, εsty ds
  4 ³1
0
σδsxηss, εsty ds  2
³1
0
σδxηsss, εsty ds,
(A.56)
where again the boundary term vanishes.
We also want to use a trick to simplify the estimates a bit—the same trick we
used in deriving (A.46)—to reduce the derivatives on ε to compensate for the high-
derivative term δss. Since xεs, ηsy  0, we have xεst, ηsy   xεs, ηsty  0, and we use
this to write
³1
0
σδssxηs, εsty ds  
³1
0
σδssxηst, εsy ds. Now (A.56) becomes
d
dt
³1
0
 
σ|εst|2   σ2|εss|2

ds ¤ Crσsp1 ArσsqE1rεs   2
³1
0
σ|σss||εs||εst| ds
  4 ³1
0
σ|δs||ηss||εst| ds  2
³1
0
σ|δ||ηsss||εst| ds  2
³1
0
σ|δss||ηst||εs| ds.
Using Corollary 4.5, we can easily bound all but the last term:
d
dt
» 1
0
 
σ|εst|2   σ2|εss|2

ds À Crσsp1 ArσsqE1rεs
  2Arσs‖εt‖1,1
a
D3rσsE1rεs  
a
E3rηs‖δ‖0,1
	
  2Arσs ³1
0
s|δss||ηst||εs| ds.
(A.57)
We can bound D3rσs À E3rηs3 using Lemma 5.4, while (A.53) bounds ‖δ‖0,1.
Finally we deal with the last term of (A.57) by plugging in (A.50) and using the
fact that |ηss|2   |εss|2  12 p|B2sη1|2   |B2sη2|2q in order to eliminate the seemingly
nonlinear dependence on ε. After a series of computations as above, we obtain» 1
0
s|δss||ηst||εs| ds À E3rηs3E1rεs.
Therefore (A.57) becomes
d
dt
» 1
0
 
σ|εst|2   σ2|εss|2

ds À E3rηs3E1rεs,
and combining this with (A.55), we obtain
dE˜1rεs
dt
À E3rηs3E1rεs.
Now using the inequality s ¤ Brσsσpsq for all s, we bound E1rεs in terms of E˜1rεs:
E1rεs ¤ p1 Brσsq2 E˜1rεs.
Using Brσs ¤ Brσ1s  Brσ2s and the bound (5.10) for Brσ1s and Brσ2s in terms of
E2rη1s and E2rη2s respectively, we ultimately find that
dE˜1
dt
¤ NptqE˜1ptq, (A.58)
where Nptq is a function depending only on the energies E3rη1s and E3rη2s, which
are uniformly bounded by assumption.
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Using Gronwall’s inequality, we conclude that if E˜1p0q  0, then E˜1ptq  0 for
all time. In particular we conclude that
³1
0
σpt, sq|εspt, sq|2 ds  0 for all t P r0, T s,
so that Bsεpt, sq  0 for all t P r0, T s and s P r0, 1s. Since εpt, 1q  0, we must have
εpt, sq  0 for all t and s, whence we conclude η1pt, sq  η2pt, sq for all t and s. The
fact that σ1  σ2 follows. 
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